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CHAPTER I 
T3E PROBLEM 
Statement of the problem 
Specific purpose of t h is study.-- The pur pose of t h is 
study is to determine experimentally whether c o lle g e fresh-
men in physical e ducation learned more of the biolo ;;y of 
t h e fro g wh en they dissected s pecimens and drew what they 
observed or when t hey dissected s pecimens and completed and 
l a beled laboratory worksheets mostly prepared by the auth or. 
As an hypothesis to be acce p ted or rejected, this pur pose 
can be rewritten as follows: Colle s e fres h men learn more 
from the laboratory study of the frog when they u se wo r k -
s h eets to be comnleted and lapeled than when they pre pare 
their own drawings. 
An alternative form of sta tement known as the null 
hy Dothesis appro priately accompanies t h e statistical tech-
n iques used in this study. According ly, t h e ai~ of t h is 
investit ation is to dis prove, if possible, t h e following 
-
assertion: Among colle ge freshmen no difference in attain-
ment exists between those who made t heir own draw in .:::.s of 
t h e fro g a nd t h o s e who comp leted and labeled worksheets 
provided t h em. 
--1--
rrhe general problem.-- The fore going limited pro~-
lem is part of the large r question : Is it worth while in 
the teaching of b io logy to us e laborator~ workbooks con-
tain i ng wri tten exercises and outline drawings to be labeled 
b:; the student in preference to the more conventional method 
of requiring t h e student to make h is own drawing s ? Several 
i nvestitators have attacked aspects of this problem . 
Previous Efforts at Solution 
The basic rese arch of Ayer.-- Th e initial and par-
ticul ar l y vigorous i n quiry into this matter Wll3 m9.de by 
1/ 
Ayer.- In one part of h i s study 5 1 h i gh schocl freshmen 
drew the construction of a turkey feather as photog raph ical-
ly as possible. The r ank order o f the dra wi ngs was the~ 
determined by the average o pinion of ten judges. Bes i des 
t hese representative drawint;s, the s ~udents made ana l ytica l 
drawings or d iagrams of the feather. A third _e cord of the 
feather was made in the fo r m of descriptions written by each 
student. 
- Twenty-four hours later these students were g iven a 
test, and it was found that r ank on t he test was positive -
l y ~orrelated to but slight degree with rank in des c ription 
( r was 0.243) and to but slightly g reater de gree with 
1/ Fred Carle t on Aye r, The Psychology of Drawj:E:.E___With Spe-
cial Reference t o Laboratory Teachine , Waric k and York, Inc ., 
Balt i ,~re, 19 16 . i x 186p . 
3 
rank in analytical drawing (r was 0 .433). By contrast, 
t here was n o correlation between r ank in repr esenta t ive draw-
ing and retention as measured by t h e test •. J/ 
t' 
Ayer also divided some university students into two 
groups of 30 and 31, respectively. Each student in one g roup 
made a re presentative drawing of a triangular metall ic obj e ct ; 
each student i n t he other group made a re presentative drawing 
of a sash-lift. The objects were then exchanged between 
groups and each student in both groups wrote a. description of 
t h e object. Five days later these students took a tes~ of 
the i r memory of t h e form an d color of the ob jects. Describers 
remembered more than drawers. The averae e error i n recalline 
dimens ions was 38 .3 perce n t for drawers, 31. 8 per cent f or 
describers.£/ The averag e correctness of memory of general 
desi n was 67 percent for drawers, 71 per cen t for de scri-
bers. 3 / Th e average correct·ness for color me mory was 39 . 6 
per cent for drawers, 75.4 oer cent for de scribers. 4/ 
An introspective study was undertaken with 48 gra-
d.uate s tudent s who both drew and described a me tallic s pring -
1/ Ibid.,p. 144. 
2/ I bid ., p . 149. 
3/ Ibid.,p. 150. 
4/ Lac . • cit. 
• 
4 
clio. These students related t hat de s cri n tion entailed a 
wi der scope of mental attention , more ~on tinual proc ess of 
a s s ociat ion o f the attributes of t h e observed object with items 
o f nre vious kn owlede:e, a nd ,in short,a greater mental ac-
ti v ity than drawing required.1/ The chief mental fun ction 
in drawing was comparins t h e lines of t h e drawing wi t h the 
2/ 
ob ject.-
Un.fortuneately , Ayer's finding s are to no s mall ex-
tent depende n t on t h e assumption that s h ort unstandardize d 
tests ade quately measure t h e attainment of laborat'o :ry ob jec-
t i ves. From the standpoint o f present methods of educations.! 
researcn, one may criticize Ayer's f ailure to disc u ss t h e 
pro b a b ility of t h e s i s n i finan c e of t h e d ifference in sc ores 
m de by h is e xperimental a n d c on trol s r ou _s. 
Ballew 's Investi ~;. ation in h i gh schoo l.-- Ballew ma de 
t ~te nex t significant ste p in eva luatin c.~ drawing as a learning 
exercise.~/ He sough t to find t n e differen ce in analy t : cal 
ob servation an d factual retention between ~igh school zo-
olog y students who made re presentative drawint,s ·'J f studied 
materials and students , ho made no dr wings . 
l? Ibid.,p. 152-153. 
2/ Lo c ~ • c it • 
3/ Amer M. Ballew, ~ Comparative Study of the Effective-
ness of Laboratory Exercis~_!? in Hi gh School Zoolog y With 
and Hth out Drawings , Unpublished !vlaster's Thesis , North -
western University, Evanston , I llinois, 1927. ix T- l40p. 
Ballew's examination of la.boratory manuals revealed 
that 85 per cent of the drawing s required from students 
were of t h e representative (as opposed to t h e analytical 
or diagrammatic) t ype .J/ The auth or thinks it doubtful 
that it is possible to classify drawing s on the basis of 
general directions for their construction. Ballew's decision 
to te st the value of drawint in s harpening observation a n d in 
5 
faci litatin6 me mory of observations wa s reach ed ~fte r a s urvey 
of literature s h owed that educational writers h ad most 
frequently claimed t rl.ese outcomes from the activity of drawi nt, . 2 / 
Two ~roups, each of 31 members, equivalent on the b~sis of 
intellig ence and the ability to learn from labor~tory work, 
were tau~ht 14 laboratory e x ercises by Bal lew over a period 
o f five months. Th e experimental factor, non-drawins of 
mater i a ls, was rotated after each exercise. The present writer 
h ere offers the objection that, if drawing really de ~elo ps 
habits of observation, t h ere may h a ve been a carry-over of 
t h is a ttribute from exer~ise to e xe rcise. Supplementary 
ouestions were provided for those who finishe d their study 
of t h e materials be fo re the end of the s ixty-mirmte period • 
1/ 
2/ 
.Amer IVI . 1:\a llew,''A C )ntparative Study of the Effective ness of 
La bora tory Exercise J in Hi [;h School Zoo loe;y ·~nth and --Vi th-
out Drawing s 11 , SchoJl I~eview (Aprll,l9 2 8 ) Vo],. 36,p. ~84. 
I b i d ., p. 285. 
6 
Unfortunately , t h e nature of these extra questions was not 
re vealed.After 60 minutes , a f ifteen-minute test, consisting 
of a part to measure ana l ytical observation and of a part to 
meas ure retention, was administered . Th ree tests, selected at 
ran dom were foun d to h ave hibh reliabi lities .l/ No e x amples of 
te s t items were furnished; hence the reader ha s no basis for 
,judg ing t h e valid it y of t h e e xamination. More perman ent re-
te n tion was mea s ,_tre d by u sing some of the -same q l.Jestions 
f o u r to six weeks later. 
After careful statistical analysis of t he data, Ballew 
found drawers a nd non-drawers to be esse nt ially e r•ual in i m-
me d iate an d delaye d observation a n d retention.~/ Th e n on-
d r 8_wers, however, completed significantly more s upplementa.ry 
questions than drawers.~/ These findin g s led to t h e conclusion 
t h a t t h e ~aking of representative dr awings does not i ncrease 
a naly t i cal observation or retention. 4 / 
Taylor's e xneriment with colleg e freshmen. -- Th e ne x t 
r/ investi g_ation 'Nas mB_de on the eo lleg e level by 'I1a y lor .-
ll I b id., p. 294 . 
2/ Lo c •• cit . 
3/ Lac •• c i t. 
4/ Ibid ., p. 295. 
5/ L. E. T 8 ~i lor, "Re a dy - Made Drawing s vv ith Relat i on to 
Student Aehie vement", Sch ool a n d Soeiety (Se p tember 13, 1930) 
32: 371- 374 . 
7 
The p ur pose of this study was)/ 
11 
••• • to ascertain W'J.ether students who make drawing s 
of laboratory speci~ens acquire more knowledge t h an 
those who make the observations and are presented 
with qccurate ready-made drawing s to wh ich t h ey mere-
ly a~tach la be ls . . •• " 
Colle ge fres h men in a course in p lant b iolo ~y were 
div ided into a five-section control £ roup,wn o i n t heir 
t h ree-h our we ekly laboratory work ma de t h e trad itional draw-
ings, and a six-section ex nerimental g roup who met for 
e qually long laboratory periods but merely observed t h e 
material and labeled multi t raphed drawings. It may be infer-
red t r~t the labelers worked under a weaker e xterna l motiva-
tion, since they had less to do in an equal amount o f time. 
Daily supervision of tne graduate assistants , avoidance in 
lect ures of t h e sub ject matter treated in t h e labora tory, 
presentation of a ll verbal d irections to both ~r ups by 
Taylor h erself, t h e use o f the same la boratory outlines, and 
special ~~re that a ny laboratory discussions centered on the 
same points in all sections, were means of controlling irre-
levant factors. At t h e end o f the half-year , ac h ievement of 
t h e 178 remaininc; students was me a sured by an objective test , 
w .. ,ose reliability coefficient was 0. 90, 
pb.olo g ical structure p_n d function''. 
1/ Ibid . , p. 371. 
~~Ibid. , p.372. 
on 2/ " minute mor-
8 
Sixty-six .drawing and non- drawing st udent s were pair-
ed fo r intellig ence; t hat i s , for each person wit~ a b iven 
intelligence quotient in one group t h ere was found a person 
o f t !::.e same intelligence in t h e other g rou p. Th e numb er of 
pa irine:; s possible f or students under a particular instructor 
was 31 f or one, 15 for anot~er, and 18 for a t h ird. 
In all comparisons t (le labelers s urpassed t h e draw-
ers to a marked statistical sign ificance.l/ Neither brighter 
n or less bright student s were foun d to profit more from eith er 
meth od ... e./ 'l'aylor derived t h e cone lus ion that ready-made 
draw in~ s should be used in genera l introductory plant biol ogy 
3/ 
courses .-
Alp~rn's experiment with colle g e fres h men.--
anoth er st ud y was undertaken by Alpern~/ whose ai:n 
Still 
5/ 
was:-
11 
••••• the evaluation of two meth ods of laboratory 
procedure, ( l) the 1 time-h onored ' procedure of !laving 
students make drawing s from t heir observations of t h e 
s pecimen, and (2) a comparatively new procedure of 
ITrb id:-;p. 274. 
'5:./ Loc .. di t. 
~ / Loc •. cit . 
_!/ Morris L. Alpern, !, Comparative Stud;y_· of the Effective-
ness of St~gE':1nt-m..,de Pnd Pre pared Drawing s in Co lleg e Lab-
oratory ~v ork in L3 iology, Unpubl ishe d Master 1 s r nesis, Th e 
Co lle t,e of t n e City of New York, 19 35. i v. +- 75 p. 
5/ Morris L. Al pern, "A Comparative Study of t h e Effective-
ness of Student-m.01de and Prepared Drawing s in Colle g e Lab -
oratory Work in Biolo6 y", Se~ence Education (Fe bruary , 1 936) 
Vo 1. 2 0 , p . 24 . 
9 
About 250 students in the second semester of elemen-
tary bio l ogy in the Co lle ge of the City of Ne w Yo rk Nere 
d ivided lnto 16 sections, meet ing for one four-h our lab -
oratory period a week. An e xperimental g roup of eight sec-
tions, and a control group of eig ht sections we re e ouate d 
b y intelligence, co lleg e experience, science or non-science 
d e g ree c a ndidacy, intention to ma j or in b iology , terms of 
b iolo g y taken in high schoo l,terms o f phys ics in co lleg e, 
te r ms of chemistry in college, terms of Science Survey in 
colle ge , and g rades i n t he first s eme s ter of t h e course. 
During t h e three-week experimental period in which the stu-
dents s tudie d the fro g , the same l aboratory e quipment and 
outlines were uie d in a ll sec tions, t he fatigue curve d if-
·fere nc es were el i minated for all e xce p t two morning sections, 
and twelve of t h e s i x teen sections had instructors who taug h t 
both an e xperiment a l a nd a c ontrol group se c tion. 
The f inal te st of f ac tual information, proved to h ave 
a coefficient of reliability of only 0 . 52.1/ Drawers out d id 
the labelers by an amoun t which g ave a crit ical ratio of 
2 .0 }:./ The new method was n ot superior for brigh t a s o pno sed 
to le ss brigh t students , n or we re t he meth ods an~r d if fe ren t 
3/ for students whose laboratory g rades we re A, B, C, or D.-
]) Ibid., p. 27. 
2/ Loc. cit. 
3/Ibid ., p. 28. 
10 
Th ree weeks after comp letin8 t h e laboratoF.y work on t h e fro g , 
anot her t estsh owed even smaller difference between t h e ex peri-
mental and control e roups.l/ 
2/ Alpern's primary conclusion was t hat:-
"'fh e procedure of labeling pre oared drawing s 
and the procedure of making orig inal drawing s are 
equally effective with regard to t h e student's 
ability to ac quire and remember fqctuq l information 
from his laboratory observations.'' 
In spite of t h e s h ort duration of Al~ern 's ex periment, 
it deserves s pecial merit because of the large number of 
subjects invo :'.ved. Th e contrary is true of the work of the 
ne x t two inve3tigators. 
. t . . . . - h .. ' l 3 / Guidry 1 s. ex perlme n Hl r1l g s C{lO O • --- Gui d r y at-
tempte d !/ "to determine the relative effective ness of drawing 
a s c ornoare d to supplementary work as a part of exercises in 
h i gh school biolog y laboratory work." Supplementary wor k 
consiste d in t h e writing of answers to question s . Twenty-ei ght 
matched pairs of sub jects were use d , and after ten wee ks, 
1/ Loc. cit. 
2/ I b id., p. 30. 
3/ Maxwell J. Gui dry,! Study of Two Methods of Recording 
La bora tory Exercises in Hi gh Scho :J l Biolog y VJ i t h Spec. ia 1 
Reference to Drawing , Un published Master's ~1he sis, 
Louisian a Shate University, 19 3 9 . v -r 4 5 l) . 
4/ Ibid., P• v. 
ll 
the experimental f,-,, ctor was rotated for t h e final six weeks. 
On t h e basis of scores on Presson Biology Test, Form lA, 
1/ 
and on a teac ':ter-mB.de objective test , G1Jidry conc l uded: -
11 1. Some nupils ach ieve more by drawing , otn ers 
by doing supplementary work . 
11 2. As a wh ole, pupils learn more by supple-
mentary work t h an by drawing . 
11 3. There is some evidence t h at: 
a. Pupils prefer s u pplementary work to 
d rawing . 
b . By t h.e use of supplementary work the 
teacher ha s a g reater opnortunity of creating inte-
est in t h e pu n ils . 
c. The use of drawing create s a dislike 
for biology in some pupi ls. 
d. Pu pils regard supplementary work as 
more closely related to t heir work than drawing and 
therefore put forth more effort in that direction. 
e. Puoils do not waste as much time in 
doing supp lementary . work as they do in drawing . " 
These conclusions seem doubtful, even sur prising , in 
view of the facts that the control group actually s c ored 
slightly hieher on t he test for the secon d unit than did the 
experimental group, and that no tests of the sign i ficanc e 
of the d ifferences in scores were made . 
Tobler's experiment in h i gh school.--~/ In this nine-
months study of labeling versus drawing two g rou ps of 2 0 
h i gh school student s each , were equated on the basis of 
17 ~bid., p. 27 . 
2/ I.V. Tobler, "Teaching Values of t h e Pre -cared 3 iology 
- Drawing "rersus the Ori g, inal .Laboratory Drawing ", Scrwol 
Science an:'i Mathematics ( May, 1945 ) 45 : 479-48 2 . 
12 
intel ligence alone. The d istinguishing f eature of t h e ex-
peri:nent wa s the exclusive use o f standar d biolot_Sy tests. 
For ms A a nd B of t h e Ruc h - Cossmann Biology Tests seEved as 
initial a nd fina l tests o f fac tual retention, respective l y , 
and t '-l e Iowa Every- oupi 1 'l1 es t for Biolog y , admin is tere d 
at about t h e same time a s t rJe Ruch-Cossmann, Form B, mea-
sure d ap p lica tion of biolog i c al knowledge . It was a s sumed 
wit h.ou t any d isc u ssion that these tests measured laboratory 
outcomes as well as t he products of individual study and 
1 d . . t t . 1 . t l/ c a s sroom 1scuss1on; ye measuremen specla_ls s say:-
"According ly, the standard test is useful ma in-
l y for general comparisons of sch ool with s chool,claas 
with class, or city with city . It is not desig ne d 
for use i n evaluating the accomplishment of nup ils 
in a class under a particular instructor with a spe-
c ialize d instructional emphasis. 11 
Medians rath er than means were e xc l usive l y e mployed, 
and no cri tical ratios were compute d. In any c a se, the 
l a be lers mqde a gain o f twelve more points than t h e drawers, 
and out pointed t h e drawers by five on the Iowa test . 2 / 
The chief a dvantage of label ing appeared t o fall t o the l ess 
. 3/ 
academl ca lly a pt.-
From t h e sketchiness of t h e publ ish ed re port, t h e u n-
convincingness of the or i g ina l real e qui va l ence of the groups, 
11 Harry A. Greene , Albert N. Jorgense n , and J. Raymond 
Gerberich, Meas ·u r~ment rtnE Eva lua tion i n the Secondary 
Sc h ool, Longmans , Green and. Co l, New York , 1943. p . 153. 
2/ Tobler, o p . cit ., p . 481 . 
'!:../ Loc. cit. 
t h e fewnes q of subjects, a n d t h e lack of statistical expert-
n ess , it would a ppear 1mwise to g ive large vveight to t h is 
investigation. 
Joh nson ' s study with college freshmen.-- No indica-
tion can be found in Tobler's reoor t t h at he kne~ about 
1/ 
Johnson's stud y on dra wings.- Alth ough Joh nson's study 
wa s of high excellence, in fact, probably the best inves-
tiga tion on t h is to p ic , it was re oorted in much condensed 
form i n a relatively inaccessible publication not covered 
by t h e Education Index or t h e Readers' Guide to Periodical 
Lite r ature. Johnson brought his ex periment a little bit 
more into the light by s ummarizing his results as a part 
(aga in un i ndexed) of an article in Science Educa t ion. 2 / 
The primary aim of t h is undertaking was to determine 
the relative achievement of zoolo gy s~udents wh o made quick 
sketch es and diagrams of thoroughly studie d rna tex'ial as 
op posed to t hose wh o made the customary we11-pol:tshed draw-
ings. The investigation also sought the reliab ility and 
validity of drawin t,, s as tests o f outcomes of lab oratory 
work. 
1/ Pa l mer 0. Johnson, "The .Measurement of the Eff ectiveness 
of Laboratory Procedures Upon t he Ach ievement o f Students 
in Zoolog y with Particular Reference to t h e Use and Value 
of Detailed Dr 9w ing s," Proceeding s of t h e Minnesota 
Academv of Science (1940~: 70-72. 
~~__:....-"-' -
5:,/ Palmer o. Joh nson, "Th e Scienti f ic Study of Prob lems 
in Science Education 11 1 Science Ec1ucation (October, 1945) 
2 9 : 175-179. 
14 
An equivalent-groups experiment in the gener n l zoology 
course at the University of Minnesota was set up with 456 
in the control g roup, and 433 in the experimental g roup. 
The e xperimental factor was a method of teaching 1ni nim.izing 
the i mportance of drawing : making quick sketches and rough 
d iag rams generalized from several specimens, h andi ng in 
drawing s infrequently for check-off, and determining of 
laboratory grades by s pot written and practical quizzes. 
The con trol f actor was a customary method, namely: t he 
maki ng of neat, accurate drawing s handed in at the end of 
the labora tory period and the determining of laboratory 
g rades ch ie f l y by the drawings. 'Ihe measuring instruments 
were a lecture compre hebsive examination and a laboratory 
comprehensive e xamination. These tests had been develo ped 
over the period 1933-1936. The irrelevant factors allowed 
for were intelli gence and high school rank. For the control 
group , the experi~ent lasted three academic quarters of the 
year 1936-1937, and for the experiment a l group, three quar-
ters of 1937-1938. 
rhe d ifference in favor o f the e xperimental g roup in 
the lecture examination gave a critical ratio o f 1. 82, or 
1.44 after c orrection for colle ge aptitude and h i gh-sch ool 
rank by the Johnson- Ne yman te chni que • .!/ For the labora tory test, 
11 See p. 55-61 a nd p. 70 of this service paper. 
15 
the advantage of the experimental g roup y ielded uncorrected 
and corrected critical ratios of 7. 0 1 and 6.93 , respectively~¥ 
These s t atistics ind i cate a very m~rked s u perior ity of the 
e xperimenta l g r oup in the laboratory examination. Results of 
study of reliability and validity of dra wings as te s ts 6f 
laboratory ou tcomes were not g iven . 
2/ 
John s on concluded:-
"From t 11is i nvest i e;ation it may be inferred 
that students purs J ing zoology under the new p l an, 
in so far as they may be representati ve of t h e g roup 
constituting ~he s u b jects of this i nvestigation , may 
be e xpe cted to do at least equa l l y well if n o t better 
in achieving the outc omes as meas ,Jred by t h e lectu r e-
exa mination, a nd that with respect to the achieve ment 
of laboratory outcomes as measured by the laboratory-
a a mination t h at they may be expected to do better 
than under the old planwhere emphasis was p l ~ce d on 
detailed la oratory drawings." 
Over-a~~ criticism of the invest igatior~.-- Can any 
general conc lusions be reaehe d from these experi.mental s tu-
d ies? All of the investigators ex~ept Ballew and Alpern 
believe d that their experiment a l teac h i ng :procech res s ec ured 
g reater retention of f a cts than d i d the c onvent' 0nal draw-
ine:; requirements. Ballew fo un d no .s i gnificant di ffere n ce, 
b u t considered n on-drawing to be sunerior . Alpern a l so 
Palmer 0 . Johnson, 11 '-E.he Measurement o f the Ef fectiveness 
of Laboratory Procedures u p on the Ac h ievement of Students 
in Zoo l o&_y Nitn Particular Heference to the Use and Va l u e 
of Deta iled Drawinc;s, 11 Proceeding s of the l:.Unnesota 
Academy of Science (1940) Vol. 8, p-.-7~ 
found no s ignificant d ifference in the tria l pro c e dures, 
but he favored the labe ling technique. :t/ Taylor·' s and 
Tobler's studies were ali ke in up~olding the value of labe-
lin6 out l ine drawings. 
These ~ tudies of l abelinb seem to sup port the use 
of those b iologica l laboratory workbooks that employ outline 
drawings . It shoul d be noted, n owever, that the master-
Diece of the ex periments, Johnson ' s, was not c onc erned with 
the labeling of outline drawings, and cannot be adduced in 
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favor of those 'Norkbooks that rely heavily on this technique. 
And of the three ex periments deal ing with labe _ing , on l y two , 
Taylor's and Alpern's appear to be statistically well-fou nded. 
This smal l number of experiments seems to be j tJ.sti fication 
fo r a new study. 
A fundamental assumption of the present writer and o f 
mos t of t hose persons who believe in the worth of laboratory 
work is that there are va lues in first-han d e xper i e nce Nith 
natural phenomena q iJ ite apart from the me morizing, of f acts and 
. 2/ tne acquirin g of manua l techniques. As one g rou:o has s a l d :-
"The direct observation that part for part the 
1) Morris L. Alpern, "A Comparative Study of t he Effectivenes s 
of Student-ma de and Prepared Drawi n g s in Colle g e Laboratory 
vVork in Biolot,y , 11 Science Education ( Febru~ry, 19 36) Vol.20 
p. 30. 
~/Report of the Harvard Committee , Genera l Education in a 
Free Society, H8.rvard ·university Press, Cambridg e , IVlass., 
p. l5r:---
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structure o f man parallels that of a fro~ conveys as 
can no amount of statement a sense of the benetic 
relationships of living things." 
A basic criticism o f t he experimen t s t h at have been 
reviewed is t hat their res u lts have been b~sed on paper-and-
pen6il tests wh ich are most l y verbal and possibly invalid 
as measure ments of lab oratory outcomes,. A more d irect 
e xamination, using actual biolog ical materials, would ap pear 
desirable. Such a test would be more like ly to discriminate 
b etween those who had stud ie d. the laboratory materi ls and 
those whose attention to labeling le d to neglect of speci-
mens . 
A t hird reason for undertak ing another study is that 
present - day general biology workbooks consist not only of 
outline drawings, but also of various written exereises.1/ 
These combinations of activities have not be en evaluated. 
experimentally. 
A fo urth reason for continuing investigation of this 
pro b lem is that many blo logy teachers have not be en con-
vinced of the greater u s efulne s s of substitutes for draw-
ing . Th is is partly a result of habit, but there a re t h ose 
who, after con s idering the e v i denc e a~d trying out the newer 
pr oc e dures, return t o the old. . In their laboratory manual 
11 Biolog ical Laboratory Manuals", Na t ure Magazine, 
(January - Fe bruary, 1942) 35:54-55, (January, February , 
March, 1943 ) 36: 55 -56, (June, 1943) 36:168, 
( May , 1944 ) 3 7: 280. 
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Railey and Greene write td t h e student:1/ T~ere are many 
drawings and photograohs to help you, but your own drawings 
of the things y ou really see will help y ou more." Again, 
2/ Stevens writes:-
"After some years of trying to use short cuts 
in laboratory biology, I fin d myself tending to revert 
to the old style requirement of making drawings, be-
aause they b iVe longer exposure and op portunity to 
raise questions which cause students to be g in to think 
and consider what they are seeing." 
· Summary of indications of need for further• study.-- To 
sum up, a. further experimental evaluation is justified be-
cause of the f ewness of pre vious studies, the possib le in-
validity of the tests used in previous studies, the lack of 
any study in wh ich the e xperimental f e.ctor involves a com-
b ination of different t ypes of exercises, a nd the fact that 
many capable teachers are still ske ptical of the innovations 
in techniques. 
The preceding justifications are offered i n the n ossi-
bility that someone might wish to undertake a research thesis 
and make use of some of the background study and teaching 
materials foun d in this service paper. 
11 Guy A. Bailey and Robert A. Greene, Laborato.!'l: Manual to 
acc ompany Sme.llwo o d , Heveley, and Ba iley's New Biology, 
Allyn and Bacon, Boston, 1939 . p. iii. 
2/ O.A. Stevens, 11 Wha t is Education and vVha t i s Dispensable ? " 
Science (Nove mber 2, 1945) Vol. 102, p. 458. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PROCEDURE 
Design of the Experiment 
The subjects of the experimen-t.-- After it had been 
decided that an experiment was worthwhile, plans were 
made to conduct the investigation in the course in Edu-
cational Biology in the Boston University School of Edu-
cation. There were 78 students enrolled, with 38 in the 
two-hour laboratory section that met Thursday mornings 
and that was designated the experimental group. The con-
trol group of 40 students met Tuesday mornings. 
The frog as a topic of study.-- Since the frog is 
widely used in introductory biology courses, U; was selec-
ted as the topic around which to build a series of work-
sheets. Alpern's experiment on biological drawing had 
likewise centered on the study of the frog.!/ Continued 
popularity of the frog for laboratory study is evidenced 
by the following statement from a recent paper:~ 
1/ Morris L. Alpern, "A Comparative Study of the Effec-
~iveness of Student-made and Prepared Drawings in Col-
lege Laboratory Work in Biology", Science Education 
(February, 1936) 20: 24-30. 
gj Edward Albert Foley, Vitalizing Biology Instruction~ 
A Laboratory Workshop Approach, Unpublished Master•s · 
Service Paper, Boston University School of Educat1on,l948.p.2. 
1 .. 
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11Because the anatomy and physiology of' the f'rog 
so closely parallels the anatomy and phys:iology of' 
the human being that to comprehend one is to under-
stand the other, and because of' the availability of' 
frogs for laboratory purposes, it has been deemed 
expedient to concentrate pupil research on the study 
of' frogs." 
over-all plan in brief.-- The experiment was planned 
to last f'or five 2-hour laboratory periods. In one sec-
tion (control group), preserved frogs were to be dissec-
ted, studied, and drawn; in the other section (experimen-
tal group), worksheets were to be completed or labeled 
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in conjunction with the dissection. To determine which me-
thod of learning resulted in greater attainment, all the 
students were to be given the same .test ~ _ covering . the· ·. f'rog~ 
However, the results on the final test would be in-
fluenced by more factors than the method of teaching alone. 
Probably intelligence and interest in biology, as measured 
by grades earned in the first semester, would affect any 
individual's score. Hence, the Johnson-Neyman method of 
statistical analysis, which t .akes into account these dif-
ferences in background characteristics, was to be used in 
interpreting data derived from the test. 
The Worksheets 
Number and general description of sheets.-- Twenty-
one different sheets were. provided for each member of' the 
experimental group. Twenty of' these sheets required 
.. 
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activity by the student in the form of answering questions, 
fil l ing in blanks, or labeling drawings. Except for three 
ttTurtox QUiz Sheets", produced by- the General -Biological 
SUpply House, Chicago, and for "Sheet . .M", these worksheets 
were developed by the author. "Sheet M" was drawn by an 
artist from sketches provided by the author. 
The sheets are shown on pages 25-45. 
Construction of the sheets.-- The list of terms for 
study, located on the left-hand side of the worksheets, 
consists of the same structures that the control group was 
required to study. TO emphasize the point that a principal 
reason for stud~ng the frog is to provide a background for 
understanding human anatomy and . physiology, many tabular 
sheets were constructed with a column o~ the right side of 
the page for making simple comparisons between the frog and 
man. The factual material on the sheets was derived from 
reading in college texts and references, and from many ob-
servations on living frogs, preserved specimens, and 11 cor-
rosion" preparations. The latter are plastic replicas of 
blood vessels after the flesh surrounding plastic-injected 
arteries and· .veins has been di.gested away .1/ 
Comments on individual sheets.-- "Frog I" exemplifies 
the form of several of the t~bular worksheets. 
11 Tu.rtox Quiz Sheet for Frog'' is one · of a kind . of drawing 
y "CircUlatory Systems 11 , Life (May 6, 1946) 20: 78-80. 
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produced by at least three different business organizations 
an.d ·· found. useful d.n learning exercises as well as for 
evaluation. 
On "Sheet Mu, figures M-1 and M-2 were drawn by an 
artist from diagrams on mimeographed sheets prepared by 
Father Francis X. Willkie of the Biology Department of 
Boston College. The artist incorporated some modifications 
which the author considered desirable. M-3 and M-4 were 
drawn by the artist from sketches prepared by the author. 
The five generalizations printed on the sheet "Bio-
logical Principles" originally came from a study by Mar-
tin.!/ Martin conducted a thorough research from which he 
derived many broad summary statements of biological science 
in sentence form. Each principle was a generalization .. 
based on as many fac.ts · as practicable. In another study, 
Blanche~ assigned 500 of Martin's principles to 42 bio-
logical topics. Of Blanchet's topics, the one , "Mainte-
nance Systems in Animals", seemed to be the category in 
which the present study of the frog was best included. 
y Edgar w. Martin, 11 A Determination of the Pri nciples of 
the Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education", 
Science Education :(February, 1945) 29: 100-105 and 
{April-May, 1945) 29: 152-163. 
g! Waldo Emerson Blanchet, A Basis for the Selection of 
Course Content for Survey Courses in the Natural Sciences, 
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation,University of' Michigan, 
1946. vii f 476p. · 
All five principles on the worksheet are among those that 
Blanchet assigned to the foregoing topic. The directions 
for the use of this worksheet, presented in "Frog Intro-
du·ctionn, required the student to give at least one 
example of each principle. 
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11 Sheet S11 is composed of unidealized. drawings made from 
photographs taken by the author of actual longitudinal and 
transverse sections of a frog. The author believes that it 
is almost essential that a student acquaLnt himself with an 
actual frog specimen to be able to label "Sheet s". 
The multiple-choice question at the bottom of "Sheet 
C-V11 was designed to· help students to see that broad infe-
rences concerning function should not be made on the basis 
of very limited anatomical knowledge. Student dissections 
showed that arteries and veins were attached to the heart, 
and nothing more. 
11Frog VII" is one of several sheets in which all the 
answer spaces were placed at the bottom of the sheet for 
convenience in correcting. 
On "Sheet Ntt, figure N.-2, the lens of the eye i .s left 
out. The directions on "Frog IX" tell the student to draw 
in the lens. Since only the ~ human lens is pictured in most 
textbooks, the :·: ~uthor felt that the students would actually 
have to cut open and find the almost round frog lens before 
they could accurately draw it in. 
"Sheet B-V-Q" was hectographed by hand by the author 
for the experience. 11JJ.e sheet contains a questlon aimed to 
reveal one aspect of student opinion of the worksheets. 
In constructing "Sheet .SK", a ~skeleton was photo-
graphed, the negative was projected onto drawing paper 
with a photographic enlarger, and the salient lines were 
pencilled in. 
The worksheets themselves.-- The actual worksheets 
are presented on the next 21 pages. 
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FROG 
INTRODUCTION 
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For five laboratory periods the primary activity will be the dissection of the 
frog. A~~iliary mater ials include a tabular outline, prepared drawings, and a list 
of biological principles. 
TABUlAR OUTLINE. In general, the tabular outline is of the completion type in which 
the blanks are to be filled in by words or phrases that you judge to be mos t appro -
priate to the context. 'rhose structures which are listed in the left --hand colunm, or 
for whi ch a . blank is provided in the left-hand column, or "thich are found CAPITALIZED 
anywhere in the outline, are the items i·Thich you shm:J.d study in detail. One purpose 
of the laborato17 study of the f r og is to acquire an understanding of the structure of 
vertebrates in general so t bat human anatomy in particular may be more readi ly compre-
hended. To emphasize the correspondence of parts of Rana and Homo, the right-l~nd 
column was included. 
PREPARED DRAWINGS, vlhen unlabeled drawings are furnished , you shmJ~d label those 
structures designated in the tabular outline for detailed,. study. In some cases not 
all the parts shown in the dra"rinG need be labeled. In other instances you will have 
to add to the drawing signific~nt portions that have been omitted. Each drmring should 
be given a complete and specific title, including the point of view (dorsal, ventral, 
an~erior, posterior, right; left) and an inclex of relative size (X3, X!, etc .). When 
any errors, distortions, or evidences of use of a different species of frog than Rana 
catesbiana are found, explanatory notes should be recorded adjacent to the drawing:--
For example, if a d.ra"ring of a brain is three times as long as that of your specimen, 
but five times as broad, a note should be uritten: 11Length X3, breadth X5 11 ; or "Length 
X3, but clis:proportiona tely wide 11 • 
BIOLOGICA~ PRINCIPLES. On one sheet there are Hsted five biological principles, each 
of which summarizes a large number of scientific fa cts. Study of the frog cont ributes 
in part to the unc1erf;ltanding of these generalizations. Uno.er each principle give at ~ 
least one detailed example of the principle. Draw chiefly on your study of the frog, 
but bring in cases ftom your earlier laboratory work when you think it fitting. The 
principles cut across many topics and should help tie together the various parts of 
the course. By way of ,illustration , here is a principle and examples of it: "All 
living cells require oxygen to provide enerf$Y or to build new protoplasm." The cells 
of the frog's kidney are SU}Jplied with well oxygenated blood by the renal a r teries. A 
. · human becomes unconscious when t he supply -of oxygenated blood to the brain diminishes, 
as in pilot's blackout. Anaerobic bacteria obtain oxygen from carbohydrates or other 
oxygen-containing compounds. 
PRINTnm. Please print all labels, titles, notes ,• and answers. 
GRADING. In grading, especial we~ght will be given to evidence of complete familiar-
ity with the actual specimen. Although some sheets will be handed out in advance of 
the dissection, ot~ers will not b~ distributed until you have demonstrated the struc-
tures under study. If practicable, a part of the laboratory grade will be based on 
the quality of your dissecM.on, 
SEPARATE ANSWER SHEETS. 1-lhenever y ou feel that you will be especially cramped for 
'S'paCeror ans-vrering or labeling, assign a number to the blank or to the str ucture and 
record the number and its corresponding ansvrer or la.bel on a separate answer sheet. 
SUPPLEMENTARY EXERCISES. Those who have time will find it profitable to ma.ke addi-
tional drawings and to construct diagrams that simplify and summarize each system. 
Verbal summaries of the anatomy and physiology of each system and of the comparison 
of the frog and man will likewise be useful. 
ERRATA. 
(Continue on back of sheet.) 
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NA1m (last n. first FROO I 
TERM 
COLORATION 
HEAD, TRUNK, 
TYMPANIC 
MEMBRANE 
TYMPANIC 
CAVITY 
NOSTRILS 
EYES 
EYELIDS 
SKIN 
.AlWS 
FOREL~M:B 
HINDLIMB 
DIGITS 
SULCUS 
MARGHJALIS 
MAXILLARY 
TEETH 
------------------------ EXTERNAL FEATURES 
MOUTH CAVITY 
DEFINITION (DEF), DESCRIPTION (DES), PRESENCE (P) OR ABSENCE (A) 
IN MAN AND MAJOR DIFFERENCES 
DES dorsal surface l~p~-----
DES ventral surfac~e----------------------------------
The area between spots becomes when an~mal 
placed on d.ark background. F ~-pr-o"""b_a.,..b""'l_y_ 
NECK ------- P, but 
neck absent in 
A membrane which in the frog is the externally visible 1 p, ~bu-t..---
part 9f the ear. F .transmits sound waves to the bone I not ex-
called the columella. 1 tarnal 
ThE) air-filled cavity containing the ! P 
The importance of their positi~n is that I P 
They ar·"!e-::-o"~"!~o~se~ar-- ~w""rh...,e-n-
-----------------------------
1_. ------------Signifance of location1 p 
.P DES 
F ---------~----·------------------------------
Smooth, lubricated with mucus. F protection and P, but 
---
The external opening of the 
The portal of exit for ------------------------
Consists of UPPER Aru.i or BRACHIUM, LOWER ARM' or ANTIB'RA'- P 
CHIUM, and HAND. F Changing direction of movemeht, 
stuffing larger foods such as werms into mouth, and. 
male, clasping female in breeding season. 
Consists of THIGH, SHANK, and FOOT. f Locomotion by in I p 
I 
~--o~n~f~o~r~e~l~i~mb~r----~o~n~h~in~d~!~fmb~-.~F~---------------- i P, but 
--- --- --------,t..,.h-Urilb~-..is j 
----------------------------------- ;---------
MOUTH CAVITY 
In the jaw. the groove into which the jaw 
fits ----- ----
The fine teeth on the bones called the and 
-------
,_ 
! P, but 
I 
' 
I 
VOMERINE 
TEETH 
, Borne on the bones called the I 
INTERNAL 
li!ARIS 
TJNGUE 
GLOTTIS 
EUSTACHIAN 
TUBE 
------------------------- ,_ j 
The internt;t.l end of a nasal passage. (Plurals but n&l"es) jP, 
opens intoj _____ _ 
I 
~Es-------------------------------------r~----------IP, 
Slitlike structure posterior' to ' ' F i P, but 
prov1d-e~d-w-· 1~'t~h~a~l~i-.d~,-the 
Aperture foti1la on roof or floor of mouth? p·-----
F Equalizes air pressure on _______________ -_-_-_-_----~---_-_-_-__ -
Roof of mouth ~f hi~her reptiles and mammals. 
------
F SeParates 
--------------------
1 P., but 
abs~nt in frog. 
0 [' ;<,., .•.. J 
Studen,L------------------------------------
1 
TU 
1617 
/.AIRI!!~ 18 
19 
~.,l,---20 
21 
22 
_23 
---!.''It-\--24 
#.l!llt'"'l'1""-25 
~~~!:::"---+4-1-26 
A-+-~..,;__-~,_2 7 
28 
--\----J.-1--29 
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FROG II 
MUSCULAR SYSTEM 
·-·-- --··· 
MUSCLE ORIGIN (0), INSERTION (I), SIMPLE ACXION (A) 
DESCRIPTION (DES), LOCATION (L) 
PRESENCE (P) OR 
ABSENCE (A) . IN MAN 
TRICEPS 
BRACHII 
DELTOIDEUS 
LATISS HillS 
DORSI 
TRICEPS 
FID.IORIS 
BICEPS 
FEMORIS 
SEMINEM 
BRANOSIS 
0 I 
A~--------·------------------------------------
0 Scapula and clavicle I Humerus A 
------------------
0 Centerline of back I Proximal end of humerus 
A Raises 
-----------------
0 Three head$ (sheet M): anterior border o£ acetabulum 
of girdle; ventral surface of ilium; posterior e.nd 
of crest of ilium. I Tibio-fibula by a over knee. 
A Extends 
------
A~ so called ILEO-FIBDLARIS, as on SHEET M. 0 Ilium 
I proximal end of tibio-fibula. A Pulls thigh dorsally . 
0 Dorsal half of posterior part of ischium. I 
end of tibio-fibula.. A Adducts (raises) ----
0 Po~terio:r side of the distal end of the femur and also 
the tendon of the triceps. I Posterior surface of foot 
by A Flexes ; extends foot 
p 
p 
p 
p 
PERONEUS 0 Distal end of I Fibula and top of foot. p 
A Extends leg. ·--- In man, Peroneus longus and P. brevis 
PECTORALIS Has parts. 0 Coracoids, sternum and the muscle 
nam-ed~-- I Jfu.merus A 
----------------------
RECTUS AB- DES DOi.IIlHS 0 P-u~b ... is-. -=I::--~S.-rt_e_r_n"'!"um-. -A::--:C::-o-n-.t_r_a_ct-,--s...,b;-o-d~y-c_a_v-:i"'l"t_y ______ _ 
O~LIQUUS 0 Ilium and I Rectus Aqdominis 
A Protects an~d--c-on-t~r-a-c't~s_,t-,h_e __ 
-------------------
VASTUS IN~ Ventral head of the Triceps femoris 
TERNUS 
p 
p 
p 
0 Ilium. I Just posterior to head of tibia. A Draws p 
ADDUCTOR 
LONGUS 
TIBIALIS 
POSTICtJS 
hindlimb anteriorly and ventrally. DES Crosses thigh 
diagonally. 
0 Pubis and ischium. I Distal end of femur. A Bends 
thigh __________________ DES Join~ the Adductor magnus. 
0 b-on_e_s __ o-=f~t~h-e_c_a_r_p~u-s~)--A~-
.. ___ I Tibiale (one of the 
In man, calJed Tibialis posterior. · 
The na.me o:f'· two musol~s which form an antagonistic pe.!i:r ' 
are: 
-------
The reason why most nrusoles exist in antagonistic pairs is: 
p 
p 
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M-1 
PECTORALIS 
DELTOIDEUS 
OBLIQUUS 
· EXTERNUS 
VAST US 
I NTER,NUS 
ADDUCTOR __ --f.;.'-11. 
LONGUS 
ADDUCTOR 
MAGNUS 
SARTORIUS 
M-3 
• I 
TENDON OF 
ACHILLES 
M-4 
M-2 
-- --- 29 
SHEET M -
VASTU5 
I NTERNUS 
RECTUS 
ANTICUS 
FEMORIS 
VASTUS 
EXTERN US 
TRICEPS 
FEMORIS 
I LEO-FI BU LARIS 
TIBIALIS 
POSTICUS 
TENDON OF 
ACHILLES 
NAME (last n. first---------.,.-------- BIOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES 
The secretions of the endocrine glands 
are absorbed directly into the blood 
stream from the gland tissue that pro-
duced them and are absorbed from the 
blood by the tissues of the organs 
whose activities are regulated by these 
substances. 
Circulation is carried on in all living 
organisms. Vfith increase in size and 
complexity of the body of an organism 
there goes a corresponding elaboration 
of the transportation (circulatory) 
system 
Cells are or~anized into tissues, 
tissues into organs and organs into 
systems, the better to carry .on the 
functions of complex organisms. 
The bodies of most animals exhibit 
bilateral symmetry, which is an 
adaptation to forward motion. 
All living organisms (except viruses and bacteriophage) carry on the common 
life processes; reproduction. growth, nutrition, excretion, respiration, 
and irritability. 
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SHEET 5 
S-1 
S - 2 __ _ s-~ ---
NAME (Last n. first) FROG III 
---------------- DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 
TERM DEFINITION (DEF), DESCRIPTI01J (DES), 
LOCATION (L), FUNCTION (F) 
PRESENCE (P) OR ABSENCE (A) 
IN :tviAN AND MAJOR DIFFERENCES 
MOUTH F Seizing and ingesting food; respiration p 
ESOPHAGUS L Dorsal to • Can be stretched to a l arge 
di~ter. F Secretes pepsin; leads to stomach 
ly longer and narrower. 
P, but 
relative-
Secretes no enzyme 
STOMACH 
SMALL IN-
TESTUIE 
Muscular organ whose CARDIAC END grades into the 
esophagus. The PYLORIC PORTION leads into the 
duodenum. F beginning of protein digestion in 
acid medium; breaking of food into small pieces by 
rrru.scular action. 
The small caliber tube into which the stomach empties. 
F Digestion and absorption of food. 
p 
P, but 
also 
secretes from its wall. 
DUODENUM 
ILEUM 
The part of the small intestine, relatively 
stra":'i-g~h.,..t-• .._;..F~Digestion by pancreatic juice and with 
help of from 1i ver. 
The longer, coiled part of the small intestine. 
F Digestion and 
----------------------
The largest gland. Has two main lobes, of which 
the -hand one is again subdivided. Color: 
-=---F Secretion of bile; storing and 
~b-r_e_ik~d~own~~o~fr-g~l-y-cog en made from glucose; many others. 
GALL BLAD- DEF . 
DER F S.,..t-:-o-r-ag_e __ an ___ d~c-o_n_c_e_n-.t_r_a-.t-:i-o-n--:-o-;o;f~b..,.i"~'"l-e-. ------------
BILE DUCT Conveys bile from liver and gall bladder to the 
Receives pancreatic duct. Enters the duodenum ·-a~t----
a distan.ce of inches beyond the pylorus. 
PANCREAS L F.---------------------------------------------
PANCREATIC Difficult to find. P5dden with in pancreatic tissue 
DUCT F Conducts pancreatic juice into the 
----------------
LARGE IN- The continuation of the alimentary canal beyond the 
TESTINE OR • Diameter is times that of 
RECTm~ tube that leads into it. F Collection of feces. 
CLOACA 
ANUS 
The terminal portion of the alimentary canal. The 
open into it. F Common 
-c-o~r~r-e-c~t..,.in_g _ c_h~ru~nb~e-r--f~o-r--
--------------------·----------
The opening to the outside of the body. F discharge 
of cloacal contents. 
p 
p 
P, but 
p 
P, but 
absorbs 
mch water. 
A, except I in embryo 
I P. but 
expels 
feces 
only. 
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N.Al 'iE (last n • first )--...-.--1-------------FROG TV 
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 
TERM 
SKIN AND 
LINING OF 
MOUTH 
GLOTTIS 
NARES 
VOCAL SACS 
DESCRIPTION (DES) , DEFINITION (DEF), PRESENCE (P) OR ABSENCE (A) 
IN :M.AN AND 11A.JOR DIFFERENCES. 
DES Damp with water and mucus. F. External respira-
tion, that is, exchange of carbon dioxide and orygen 
between organism and atmosphere. respiratory 
I P, but 
' has no 
function . 
L F. ,Allows air into larynx P, but 
an--;-d~lu_n_g_s-.------·-"OTOS'edby instead of elasticity. 
-------
Are both external and internal. F Exit ·and entre.nce : p, but 
internal nares open into instead of mouth. 
DES About half or three-quarters of an ip.ch long. Open . 
into posterior corner of lower jaw of male. F Resonat-
ing the sounds produced by th~ vocal cords 
VOCAL CORD'S Two bands of tough tissue in the larynx. F. Mating 
and warning signals. 
LARYNX 
LUNGS 
The voice box. Prevented from collapsing by crartilage. 
F Houses the vocal cords. 
p 
Connected directly t9 the l ~ry~x. Inner surface P, but 
somewhat increased by shallow reticul~ted outgrowths. connec-
Filled by contraction of mouth cavity when nares are ted to 
shut. F External res piration. larynx by tr achea and , and 
internally divided into-t:iny sacs. 
Each lung in a separate pl~ural 
cavity. 
N.Al!IE (last n. first) FROG V 
----------------- CIRCULATORY SYSTEM 
TERril 
HEART 
PERICARDIAL 
CAVITY 
PERICA..."FtDIUM 
RISHT 
ATRIUM 
LEFT 
ATRiill<I 
VENTRICLE 
SINUS 
VENOSUS 
TRilliCUS 
ARTERIOSUS 
CAROTID 
ARCH OR 
ARTERY 
SYSTEIJIC 
ARCH 
PULMO-CU-
TANEOUS 
ARCH 
DORSAL 
AORTA 
HEART AND ARTERIES 
DESCRIPTION (DES)~ DEFINITION (DEF) 
LOCATION (1), FUNCTION (F) PRESENCE (P) OR ABSENCE (A) IN :1\WJ AND MAJOR DIFFERENCES. 
A three-chambered muscular organ, just ventral to 
the , and anterior to the liver. _j P, but has 
f four c'hamber s . F Maintains the blood in motion. 
A cavity which is a subdivision of the body cavity, 
which contains the heart. L Dorsal to the bone 
and P 
named the • Anterior and ventral to coelom. 
The membrane that surrounds the pericardial cavity. 
L Outs ide the heart and sinus venosus; ventral 
and between the lungs. 
Usually but less properly called the right auricle. 
DES Relatively thin walled chamber at anterior end of 
heart. F receives blood from sinus venosus and pro-
pels it into the ventricle. 
Receives blood from vein and pumps this blood 
into the -.----------
p 
p 
The largest, most muscular, and most posterior chamber P, but 
of the heart. F Propels blood to the whole body. divided 
l Into right and left portions. 
"'Th...--e--=-t .... h ,..in-->~-a-l...,l.-e_d,_s_a_c_o_n__,t~h-e _____ s""'i"""d-'e of the heart. j P, but 
Receives blood from the right and left anterior venae reduced 
cavae and from the posterior vena cava . to the small but important 
sino-auricular node. 
DEF The first element of the arterial "·system". 
L side of the heart. F Conduction of blood 
from the ventricle. 
The most anterior of the three paired subdivisions of 
the Truncus arteriosus. F Supplies blood to head 
A 
p 
The middle pair of arches. 
blood to most of body. 
Encircle • F Supply P, but 
--------~~~1-eft side degenerated. 
The most posterior of the aortic arches. F Supplies P, but 
blood to lungs and 
------
The vessel formed by the junction of the right and left 
systemic arches. Dorsal to coelom; just ventral to 
F Supplies blood to coelomic, pelvic an~d~l-eg~ _..,..,... ___ _ 
reg~ons. 
no cu-
taneous. 
p 
LARYNGEAL Not shown on 11 TUrtox Quiz Sheet for Frog Arterial System". 
ARTERY The first and most ventral branch of the systemic arch. 
OCCIPITO- To brain and spinal cord. Number 21 on Quizz Sheet. 
VERTEBRAL A. 
ESOPHP-GEAL A. To No. 23. 
SUBCLAVIAN A. To shoulder. Continues into arm as brachial a. No. 22. p 
COELIACO- To stomach, spleen, intestine, and • No. 10. 
MESENTERIC A. A branch of the dorsal aorta. 
UROGENITAL AS.Branches of the • To kidneys and 
testes or ovaries. 
LUMBAR AS. To the back dorsal to the kidneys. 
POSTERIOR MESENTERIC A. To large intestine and cloaca. 
ILIAC AS. Terminal branches of dorsal aorta. 
HYPOGASTRIC A.Branch of iliac a. To bladder. 
FE110RAL A. Branch of iliac a. To anterior part of leg. 
SCIATIC A. Branch of iliac a. To rest of leg. 
TURTOX QUIZ SHEET 
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NAM.E (last n. first) FROG VI r.·--
-------------------------------------
TERM 
ANTERIOR 
VENA CAVA 
EXTERNAL 
JUGULAR V. 
LINGUAL V. 
MANDIBULAR 
INNOMINATE 
SUBCLAVIAN 
WSCULO-
CUTANEOUS 
BRACHIAL 
POSTERIOR 
VENA CAVA 
HEPATIC 
RENAL VEINS 
GENITAL VS. 
PORTAL 
RENAL PORTAL V. 
DORS 0-LU1/!BAR 
SCIATIC 
EXTERNAL 
ILIAC 
ABDOMINAL 
HEPATIC POR-
TAL 
PULMONARY 
CIRCULATORY SYSTEThf.'-·-
VEINS 
DESCRIPTION" (DES), DEFINITION (DEF), PRESENCE (P) OR ABSENCE (A) 
LOCATION (L), FUNCTION (F) IN MAN AND MAJOR DIFFERENCES 
Paired. Leads into sinus venosus. Drains head and r;------------
~orelimbs. Also called precaval vein. 
Paired. Leads into anterior vena cava. Drains 
One of the two veins which join to form the external 
jugular ~ Drains floor o~ mouth and tongue. 
The other o~ the two veins which join to form the 
external jugular. Drains lower jaw. 
The middle of the three main branches o~ the 
• Drains brain and shoulder. -----
------
The third (most posterior) main branch of the anterior 
vena cava. Drains 
-----
The branch o~ the that returns blood 
~------~rom the body wall. 
The branch o~ the subclavian that drains the arm. 
Not paired. Leads into 1 to dorsal 
aorta. Drains most of ~e viscera and the posterior 
region o~ the body. Also called the postcaval. 
Leads into posterior vena cava. Very short. Drains 
---
Feed the posterior vena cava. Draln 
-------
Lead into posterior vena cava. Drain testes or ovaries. 
A portal vein is a. vein which rebranches · into a capillary 
network. A portal system is composed of two or more 
veins which join together and rebranch into capillaries. 
F Distributes blood to cells of org~. 
Paired. Enter outer sides o~ • Supply kidneys high 
in waste products. 
Leads from the body wall dorsal to the kidneys i nto 
renal portal vein. Drains lumber region o~ back. 
Leads ~rom the posterior side of the into the 
renal portal vein. Drains part of hindli!iib. 
That part of the renal portal system between the point 
of offshoot o~ the pelvic vein and the point of junction 
of the sciatic vein. F Provides an alternative passage 
for return o~ blood to heart. 
Part o~ the hepatic portal system. Divides into branches 
which form capillaries in the liver. 
Connected with a branch of the abdominal vein. Drains 
stomach, spleen, pancreas, and intestine. F Carries 
newly digested food to for storage. 
Receives a branch ~rom each lung and then enters left 
auricle. Carries well oxygenated blood. 
p 
p 
A 
p 
p 
A 
p 
p 
p 
p 
A 
A 
A 
p 
A 
p 
NA1E (last N. first 
---------------------------------
SHEET C-V 
1 1 
2 
3 EXTERNAL JUGUL.A..lt 
4 INNOMINATE 
- _9 
5 5 
10 
--
7 
11 9 
13 i 10 
11 
12 
13 ABDOMINAL 
14 
15 GENITAL 
16 
17 
19 18 EXTERNAL ILIAC 
19 FEMORAL 
20 
-----------------------
21 PELVIC 
Draw a circle around the number of the statement that best completes the sentence: 
Your dissection of the course of the blood vessels of the ~rog gave scientific evi-
dence that 
1. arteries carry blood from the heart to the tissues, while the veins return the 
blood to the heart. 
2. two different types of tubular vessels are connected with the heart. 
3. the lungs are the site where the blood is oxygenated. 
37 
4. the heart is situated nearer the pectoral than the pelvic girdle because the brain 
needs fresh blood. 
5 . the blood is usually t r ansported within tubul a r vessels . 
NAME (la.st n. f1rst) FROG VII 
------------ UROOENITAL SYSTEM 
In addition to labeling the drawings that will be provided, indicate by arrows the cours0 
taken by urine, sperm, and eggs from the point where they are produced to the point whor ' 
they leave . the body, 
In order to expose the cloaca at tho point of entrance of the ureters and oviducts, tho 
ventral portion of the pelvic girdle must be cautiously out away. Connective tissue 
which obscures the essential structures must be carefully removed or cut through. 
TERM DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL. Abbreviations; definition · (DEF), loco.tion (L), 
KIDNEY 
ADRENAL GLANDS 
URETER 
BLADDER 
OVARY 
OVIDUCT 
UTERUS 
TESTIS 
FAT BODY 
function (F), present (P), absent (A). 
Paired. Dorsal to coelom. Color (1) • F Excretion of nitrogenou s 
wastes, maintenance of water o.nd-salt balance of blood. In man, P, 
but has a somewhat different embryologico.l history. 
Yellowish line down ventral surfv.oe of kidney. The drc.wing on a sep-
arate sheet is not strictly accurate beco.use (2) • F Secrete the 
hormone adremo.lin, Which helps body in time o'f emergency in severD.l ways 1 
one of which is to cause an increase in blood supply to the skcleto.l 
muscles. P in man, but located (3) • 
Vfuitc tube from outer border of Kidney to 
nay. In male, the pE>.ssagowr:w for sperm. 
to bladder. 
( 4) Dra ins urine from kid-
In man, P, but leads directly 
The pouch opening from the ventral surfnco of the cloaco.. The differ-
ence in texture of the walls of tho stomo.ch and bladder is tho.t the 
bladder wall is (5) • F Storage of urine. In man, p. 
In female. In spri.."'lg enlarged with many small ova . Attached to ven-
tral side of kidneys by a mesentery (in particular, the mesovarium). 
F Tho formation of eggs, c..nd ovulation -- the discharging of' the eggs 
into the body cavity. In m~~. P. 
Paired. · Long white coiled tube extending from !)~terior end of coelom 
towards cloaca. F Secreta jelly o.round eggs. In mo.n, P. 
Distensible, thin-wa.llGd sac into which tho thick-walled oviduct is 
connoctod. C9nnectod with cloaca just unterior to openings of (6) • 
F Storo.ge of oggs. - -
An ovoid body attached to ventral surface of kidney in specimens of 
male sox. Supported by the mesentery celled tho mesorchium. F Pro-
duce sperm. In mc.n, P. 
Yellowish ribbons or fingers of fo.t r adiating from o. point just ( 7) 
to ovary or testis. F Food storage. In mo.n, A, but equivo.lent-o.di~ 
pose tissue is found. 
VASA EFFERENTIA Small ducts po.ssing from the testis to tho kidney vio. tho mesorchium. 
In tho kidney they join tho miscroscopiq uriniferous tubules which 
lead to the ureter. F Passage of sperm. In mun, P. 
S~liNAL VESICLES Enlo.rged end of ureter, representing the vestigio.l oviduct. Found in 
the mo.le of Rano. pipiens but not in Rano. cutosbio..no.. 
ANSWERS: 
On SHEET S, the illustrr,tion that includes a cross-section through the 
urogenital system is _(8)_. 
1._· ------------------------------~----------------------------------2. 3.--------------------------------------------------------------------
4. 
-------------------------------------------------------------5. 6.---------------------------------------------------------------------
7. 
8. ----------------------------------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------------
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NAME (last n. first) FROO VIII 
--------·--- NERVOUS SYSTEM ------
To expose the brain, pare the skin and skull from the top and one side of the 
head with a scalpel. Since you do not have much time, most of you will have to do 
a. quick and necessarily rough dissection. Notice t.hA delicate semicircular canals 
of the inner ear as you- slice through them. After ...1<;ntifying the structures uf 
the dorsal side of the brain, sever the medulla and all large cran i al nerves, and 
gently lift out the brain. Inspect the ventral surface. The pituitary was probably 
left behind in the floor of the cranium. Compare the brain with the drawings fur-
nished, and record all significant distortions in an~rer space number 6 below. 
The spinal nerves and the brachial and sciatic plexuses that the spinal nerves 
form can be found dorsal to the body cavity. Remove the alimentary canal, the dor-
sal peritoneum (membrane), a...."ld a. kidney. Compare what you see with the drawing N-1, 
and record as answer 7 below the major distortions in that drawing. The small con-
nections between spinal nerves in the plexuses vary from individual to individual. 
TERM DESCRIPTIVE MATERIAL. Abbreviations: location (L), function (F), 
present (P) 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM Includes the brain and spinal cord. 
BRAIN The anterior enlargement of the dorsal, tubular norve cord. F Coord i n-
ates and regulates nervous reflexes and intelligent action. In man, the 
brain stem is bent. 
OLFACTORY LOBES Paired. The most anterior part of the brain. Receive the olfac-
tory nerves from the nose. 
CEREBRAL HEMISPHERES The two halve s into which the cerebrum is divided by the 
OPTIC LOBES 
_(2) __ _ 
:MEDULLA OB• 
LONGATA 
OPTIC CHI-
ASMA 
SAGGITAL FISSURE. In man , F: control voluntary movements a.ud contribute 
to intelligence. Rolativoly l arger in man. 
Rounded prominences located (1) to cerebrum. In man, absent. S1nall 
transverse ridge posterior to the optic lobes. In man, F: coordinates 
movements. (Other purts of brain also do this). 
The most posterior part of the (3) • In man, center for many vital 
reflexes such as control of breathing and heart rato. 
The crossing of the two optic nerves on· tho ventral side of the brain. 
F Distributes fibers to opposite side of brain. In mnn, only half of 
the fibers cross to the opposite side. 
INFUNDIBULUM The stalk on tho ventral side of the brain to which the _(4)_ is attach-
ed. In man 1 P. 
HYPOPHYSIS OR An endocrine gland, i. o., one which secretes chemicals called hormones 
PITUITJillY GLAND into the blood, F Regulates growth, soxua.l cycles, and change 
of skin coloration. In man, P. 
PERIPHERAL NE.."R.VOUS SYSTEM Includes nerves to and from muscles, glands, nnd sense 
receptors. Consists of spinal, cranial, and sympathetic nerves. 
SPINAL CORD Part of tho ( 5) nervous system. F Conducts nerve impulSes to and 
from brain, and Ts tho center for some reflexes. In man, p, 
SPINAL Tho ton pairs of nerves originating in tho s~il1al cord. In man, thirty-
NERVES one pairs. 
(Cranial nerves) The ten pairs of nerves originating in the Bruin. In man, 12. 
(Sympathetic nervous cord) Paired. Two longitudinal cords of nerve fibers that go 
to smooth muscle and glands. 
ANSWERS: 
1 2 3 
4 5 
6 
7 
.t 
/ 
NA1.1E (last n. first) FROG IX 
----------------------- SENSE ORGANS 
Exsect an eye, cut it open, and examine its parts. Not all the struct~res 
listed will be clearly distinguishable. Pay particular attention to the lens, which 
must be drawn in at the appropriate location in N-2. 
Uncover as much as possible the various parts of the ear, some of which has 
been probably laid bare while slicing bone from the skull. 
TERM DESCRIPTIVE 1~TERIAL. Abbreviations: location (L), function (F), 
present (P) 
SENSE ORGANS Organs designed for the reception of particular types of stimuli. 
EAR Responds to mechanical vibrations. In man, P, but has pinna (concha) 
TYMPANIC 
~.'iEMBRANE 
MIDDLE EAR 
*(2)_ 
UTRICULUS 
SACCUUJS 
SEMICIRCU• 
LAR CANALS 
EYE 
CORNEA 
IRIS 
and meatus external to tympanum. 
The eardrum. The external part of the frog ear. F Receives vibrations 
and transmit them to inner ear. In man, P. 
The part of the ear which is within the tympanic membrane and which is 
connected with the pharynx by the (l) tube. F Transmits vibrations 
by the bones called the columella and s~apes. 
In man, P, but has three bones: malleus, incus, and stapes. 
The liquid-filled part of the ear, located in a chamber of the skull 
bones. F Converting of sound vibrations to nerve impulses. Equilibra-
tion. In man, P. 
The structure to which the semicircular canals are attached. F gives 
awareness of position of body with respect to pull of gravity. In man-P 
The pouch extending ventrally from the utriculus. Shown in N-2 at the 
end of the auditory nerve and surrounded b y perilymph. F Hearing. In 
man, P, bu t an outgrowth, the snail-shell-like chochlea, makes mans 
ear much more discriminating. 
Three liquid-filled tubes, each in a different plane. 
Color: (3) • F. Equilibration (balance). In man, P. 
Sensitive to light rays. F Sight. In man, P, but binocular vlslon. 
The transparent anterior continuation of the sclerotic layer. 
F Transmits light. Supports eye shape. In man, P. 
The anterior o-paque, circular continuation of the choroid layer. 
Adjusts the (4) of the pupil according to the intensity of light. 
In man, P. - -
CRYSTALLINE LENS Hard, transparent. F Forms images. In man, P. 
AQUEOUS IDMOR The watery fluid between lens and cornea. F Filler. In man, P. 
VITREOUS HUMOR The jelly-like material posterior to the lens. Filler. In man, P 
OPTIC NERVE The cranial nerve which conveys impulses aroused by light to the brain. 
SCLEROTIC The outermost layer of the eyeball. Tough. Color: (5) • 
LAYER In man, P. - -
CHOROID The layer in which blood vessels are especially numerous. Just inside 
LAYER the sclerotic layer. F Pathway for vascu1arisation. In man, P. 
RETINA The layer containing light-sensitive nerve cells upon which the image 
formed by the lens falls. In man, P. 
ANSVJERS: l 2 3 4----------------------
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NAlffi (last n. first) FROG X 
-----------------__: SKELETAL SYSTEM 
Remove any structures that cover the skeleton, and in doing so, review your knowled ge 
of muscles. Place an X at the point o.f insertiop of t he Latissimus Dorsi on the dre \V-· 
ing. This is also an opportunity to obt ain any :informati·on still needed for compl et-
ing the labeling of SHEET s. 
SKULL 
(1) 
NASAL 
SPHENETHNOID 
EXOCCI FI TALS 
Unless otherwise stated, all the structures are found in man •• Con-
sists of cranium and jaws. F Protection; attachment of muscles. In 
man, more bones are completely ossified • 
The brain case. PRE~iAXILLARIES 
Anterior part of cranium. #3 MAXILLARIES 
#4 FRONTOPARIETALS 
Bear teeth. 
Bear teeth. 
#5 
In man, there are separate 
tals. 
sphenoids, ethnoids, frontals, and parie -
Vii th the prootics form the otic capsules in which the inner ears are 
located. Bear the occipital condyl e s which articulate with the _(2)_. 
In man, fused to form one occipital. 
VERTEBRAL COLUMNTen bones. F Support, protect, and yet allow flexibility to spinal 
cord. In man, 33 ve rtebrae ' (5 fused to form sacrum, 4, to form 
coccyx) arranged in four curvatures. 
ATLAS 
SACRUM 
UROSTYLE 
NEURAL CANAL 
CENTRUM 
NEURAL ARCH 
STERNUM 
PECTORAL GIRDLE 
CLAVICLES 
CORACOIDS 
SCAPULAE 
SUPRASCAPULAE 
CLENOID FOSSA 
HUl\lERUS 
-5-
CARFUS 
PELVIC GIRDLE 
ILIUM 
ISCHIDM 
FUBIS 
(6 )· 
TIBIO-FIBULA 
TARSUS 
MF. TATARSALS 
pHAJ_,LANX 
Vertebra that articulates with skull. Lacks tranverse processes. 
The tenth vertebra, whose long processes articulate with the 
Fused caudal vertebrae. In man, the coccyx. 
In a vertebra, the hole thr ough which the spinal cord runs. 
The thickened floor ventral to the neural canal. 
The roof of the neural canal. 
The breast bone, unpaired. 
_(3)_. 
The bony foundation for the forelimbs. Clavicles, coracoids, scapu-
lae, and supra-scapulae. Does it articulate with vertebrae? _( 4)_ 
From scapula to centerline. The collar bone of man. 
Posterior to clavicles. Join sternum to scapulae . In man , reduce d 
to coracoid process on scapula and to costocoracoid ligament. 
Shoulder blades. 
The broad thin elongations of the scapulae. In man, absent. 
The depression in the scapu lae. In man, absent. 
The bone of that part of the arm called the brachium. 
The fusion of the two primary bones of the antebrachium. In man, 
not fused, and hence capable of rotation. 
The six wrist bones (carpals) collectively. 
The bony foundation for the hindlimbs. Ilium, ischium, pubis. 
The dorsal element of the girdle. Articulates with sacrum. 
The bone which in man one sits on. 
The ventral element of the pelvic girdle. Not in drawing . 
The thigh bone. 
In the shank. In man, the tibius and fibula are separate. 
The five ankle bones (tarsals) of which two, the calcaneum and 
astragalus predominate. In man, thickened rather than elongated. 
The foot bones . 
(plural, phallanges) Any one of the finge r or tow bones. 
ANSV.TERS: 
l __________________ __________________________ _ 
2 
---------- -·---
3. _______________________________ __________________ _ 
4 __________________________ __ 
5 ____________________________ ~----------------------------
6 ______________________________________________ _ 
SHEET SK 
.-. ·.~ . ps tJi_•~ 
1 PREMAXILLARY 
2 
Jill 
3 
4 
5 
6 EXOCCIPITAL 
~ 0i4 7 
8 
9 SACRUM 
10 SU PRASCARJ LA 
11 SCAPULA 
12 
13 RADIO-ULNA 
14 
15 PHALLANX 
24 
16 
17 
18 ISCHIUM 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 METACARPALS 
~ 24 
1 SUPRASCARJ LA 
2. __________________ __ 
3 __________________ __ 
4. __________________ __ 
5. __________________ __ 
6 __________________ __ 
7 EPISTERNUM 
8 XI PffiSTERNUM 
• 
The Final Test 
General make-up of the test.-- The final - test on the 
frog consisted of 91 items, and showed a coefficient of 
reliability of 0.874 obtained by the chance-half method in 
conjunction with the Spearman-Brown prophecy fo~nula. The 
first seven questions required the naming - of numbered 
structures on a photograph of a portion of a dissected 
bullfrog. Nmnber 5 on the photograph was explained to 
46 
the students in order to help them orient themselves with 
respect to the area pictured. Items 9 throu~ 20 were con-
cerned with the names of structures of actual dissected 
specimens passed to each student for a few minutes. Ques-
tions 21 through 86 demanded simple factual knowledge from 
the student, but items 87 through 92 tested more difficult 
facts or applications of facts to new situations. 
Itams 9-20 on dissected specimens.-- These questions 
were designed to find out whether the students were 
familiar with actual specimens. In preceding investigations 
this objective has been neglected; nevertheless, this test 
objective is important in view of the criticism of some 
teachers that prepared drawings sidetrack the attention 
of the student from his specimen. Accordingly, ten frogs 
were dissected and each was pinned to a double-layered 
square of white drawing board 6~.inches by 6 inches. From 
47 
From each of the 12 structures to be named a black thread 
was laid out and stapled near a crayoned figure that 
corresponded with the question number. The 12 structures 
were: eardrum, Eustachian tube, brachial nerve,. ventricle 
of heart, lung, gall bladder, duodenum, urinary bladder, 
sartorius muscle, gastrocnemius muscle, abdominal vein, and 
tibio-fibula. The author believes that these questions 
have higher validity with respect to some basic laboratory 
objectives than tests used in previous studies of this 
problem, and that these test items come close to being 
"obviously valid" in the sense that Rulon used the phrase:Y 
ttrt is felt . that •obviously valid' tests should 
be available in all important fields of instruction, 
an obviously valid test being again one in which the 
material presented to the student is the kind of 
material which constitutes . the objectives of instruc-
tion, and in which_the operation required of the 
student by the test situation is the operation which 
the school is trying to train the student to perform 
on such material. u 
The test itself.-- The test is shown on the three 
following pages. 
y Phillip J. Rulon, "On the Validity of Educational Tests", 
The Harvard Educational Review (Fall, 1946) Vol. 16, p. 295. 
/ 
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NAME (LAST NAME FIRST) 
------------~--------------------------·--------
PHOTCGRAPH. The photograph which you wil], be given is a side and somewhat 48 
ventr al view of a part of a dissectedbullfrog. Number 5 is the uterus 
(uterine .dilatation of the oviduct). The whitish structure, number 7, has 
be en tipped on edge in order to show its dorsal surface. Write the names 
of the structures whose numbers are given in t he following list: 
( ) l. 
( ) 2. 
( 3. 
( 4. 
( ) 6. ( the dark line) 
( ) 7. ( the whitish structure) 
( 8. 
DISSEC:TED SPECH!EN . You will be given a partially dissected leopard frog. 
Do not touch the tags or organs . Record in the proper space below the tray 
letter. To each of several structures there is attached a numbered tag . 
Write in each numbered answer space t he name of the structure to which the 
tag of the same number is attached . To get full credit, write the most 
specific name you knov1. For example, if a tag were .attached to the optic 
lobe of the brain, give "optic lobe" as the answer , not 11brain11 • 
There are two notable internal differences between this species of 
frog and the bullfrog you studied in the labo~atory. Firstly, t he male 
leopard frog has rudimentary oviducts, whereas the male bul~frog does not. 
Secondly , the color of the kidneys is different in the two species, at least 
in the preserved specimens . 
Tray le tter : 
( ) 9. (the outermost part of the ear) 
. c-------~ c ) 10. the passageway from the mouth 
( ·) ll. 
( 12. 
( 13. 
( 14. 
c-· ) 15. 
( 16. 
( ) 17. 
( ~ 18. 
( 19. (the blood vessel) 
( 20 • (the bone) 
Classify by appropriate numbers the words listed below. Number the wo r d 
l, if it deals with the skeletal system; 
2, if it deals with the urogenltal sys:Cem; 
3, if it deals with the :musaular system; 
4 , if it deals with the - system or sense nervous organs; 
5, if it deals with the circuiatory system; 
6, if it deals with the digestive system; 
7, i.f it deals with the respiratory system; 
8, if it is an endocrine gl and .:::._ .~ hormone. 
If a structure falls clearly into more than. one category, record more than 
one number in the answer space. 
( ) 21 . pectoral girdle ( ) 29. atlas ( ) 37. adrenal gland C) 22. centrum (-) 30. sinus venosus (-) 38 . tendon (-) 23. peroneus () 31. occipital condyle (-) 39. cranium () 24 . oviduct () 32 . columella () 40. vocal cord (-) 25. systemic arch () 33. testis (-) 41. pharynx () 26. sacculas () 34. transverse process (-) 42. pancreas () 27. extensor (-) 35. glottis () 43. larynx 
(=) 28 . optic chiasma () 36. pancreatic duct (=) 44 . cloaca 
.L• 
NMJJE (LAST NAME FIRST) 
Classify by appropr i a t·:::e-n=Uriib::-::::or:-:e:-::r::-.:s:-Jt::t:h~e:-:::w=o=ra':3"s=-1or.~r.s:":lt::o:e~di""':b":::e~l".:::ctW=-. --.;N~um~b--e~r--rt,....h_e_w_o_r__,d 
1, if it deals with a structure or product of the head; 
2, if it deals with a structure or product of the~. not including 
the coelom (body cavity). 
3, if it deal~ with a structure or product of the forelimb; 
4, if it deals with a structure or product of the hindltmb; 
5, if it deals with a structure or product of the coelom (body cavity); 
6, if it is a structure not found in vertebrates. 
If you are sure t hat a ~ord f'i!!s m more than one category, record more 
than one number in your answer. 
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( )45.antebrachium ( )53.choroid layer ( ) 61. semicircular canal 
(~)46.web (~54.hepatic portal vein 
C)f.l7 .humerus {-)55.pituitary gland. 
(-)43 .internal naris (-)56.sacrum 
(-)49.insulin (:--;57 .fourth vertebra 
c--)50.:m.etatarsal (~58.sciatic nerve 
(-)5hphalanx c-)59.dorsal aorta 
()52.perioardium (~60.vomer 
(~62.obliquus externus 
(~63.adductor magnus 
(---)64.urostyle 
(} 65.brachial vein 
() 66.sternum 
()67.digit 
() 68 .dorso-lumbe.r vein 
Compare the frog and man by classifYing the vrords and phrases listed below. 
Number the word or phrase 1, if it is found only in the frog.; 
2, if it is found only in adult man; 
3, if it is in both the frog and man; 
4, if it is found in Nei't'i1'er Fro-g!iOr man. 
( )69.fused rudimentary tail bone ( )75~pectoral~s ( "'}""8r."true Fibs 
(--"}70.saorum not formed by fusion ()76.windpipe (}82.cornea 
(}71.bile duct leading to spleen ()77.oloaca (-l83.larynx 
()72.ventral tubular .nerve cord (}78.endostyle (}84.renal arteries 
c---)73.promin~nt optic lobe (---)79.columella (}85.air sacs 
(---)74.three shank bones ()ao.two uteri ()86.pelvic girdle 
-- --- -
In the remaining questions place in the answer space the letter of the word 
or group of words that best completes the sentence. 
( )87. A physiolo~ist decides to tie off a blo~d vessel of the frog in order 
--- to determine whether the animal can absorb food from the digestive 
tract without the use of blood vessels. If he hopes to achieve his 
purpose without causing unnecessary disturbance to the digestive organs, 
he vrill probably tie off the (A)COELIACO-UESENTERIC ARTERY (B) HEPATIC 
PORTAL VEIN (C) RENAL PORTAL VEIN (D) THORACIC DUCT (E) SPLENIC VEIN. 
( )88. If disease-producing bacteria were being spread by the blood from 
--- an infection in a frog's leg to other parts of the body, you would most 
expect to find a new infection or infections in the (A) KIDNEY & LIVER 
(B) KIDNEY & BLADDER (C) LIVER (D) KIDNEY (E) SPLEEN. 
(_) 89. In the frog brain the relative order from anterior to posterior of' 
the cerebrum, ~dulla oblongata (abbreviated M), optic lobe (0), and 
cerebellum (Cbl) is (A) M-CEREBRUN-0-Cbl (B) CEREBRUN-Cbl-M-0 
(C) CEREBRUJ\f .. Cbl-0-M (D) 0-CEREBRUM-Cbl-:M (E) CEREBRU11-b•Cbl-M. 
( ) 90. Ai'ter it has contracted, a skeletal nD.lscle ordinarily regains its 
--- normal shape chiefly by the (A) PULL OF GRAVITY (B) ELASTICITY OF 
THE MUSCLE (C) EXPANSION DUE TO INF'LuWHJG BLOOD (D) PUSH OF 
J..:IUSCLE FIBERS (E) PULL OF ANOTHER HUSCLE. 
( )91. All the cells of which one stomach is composed are arranged into 
- (A)ORGANS (B) TISSUES (C) ORGAlmLLES (D) MUSCLES (E) MUCOSA & :MUSCLE. 
( . ) 92. The fundamental advantage of bilateral symmetry to animals is that 
--- it provides (A) PROTECTION TO THE NERVOUS SYSTm~ (B) A GOOD BASIS FOR 
EFFICIENT LOCOMOTION (C) A SPARE WHEN ONE OF A PAIR IS INJURED 
(D) POSSIBILITY OF THE SENSE OF BALANCE (E) ELEVATION FROM GROUND. 
2 
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Administration of the Experiment 
The general routine.-- For the control group there 
was already available a mim~ographed outline which listed 
the structures to be studied and drawings to be made, but 
which gave very little other information. The experimental 
group used the 21 worksheets provided by the author. In 
accordance with the procedure used in the course, the draw-
ings from the·~~ control group and the worksheets from the ex-
per~ental group were handed in for scoring at ~he begin-
ning of the laboratory period following the period in which 
the work was assigned. Both the drawings, which were cor-
rected by the regular laboratory instructor, and the work-
sheets, which were corrected by the author, were scored on 
the basis of 100 points for any single laboratory assign-
ment. During the period in which the worksheets were first 
used, the author was present in the laboratory. Thereafter, 
the regular instructor took sole charge of both experimental 
and control ,groups. 
The weekly assi~ents.-- In the opening week of the 
experiment the students in both sections studied external 
features, mouth cavity, and muscles. For February 20, 
1947 the experimental group was assigned "Frog I 11 , "Frog 
II", "Sheet M11 , and "Turtox Quiz Sheet for Frog 11 • The 
point values used in grading these sheets were, respectively , 
c; .... c:ton Univt>~ity 
School of Educatio 
Uf· rary ~-
, 
.20, 20, 20, and 30. Although 11 Sheet S" and nBiological 
Principles" were handed out, it was not required that 
these be completed until the last exercise on the frog 
was finished. 
The work for the second week was on the digestive 
and respiratory systems. The experimental group was 
assigned "Frog III" and "Frog IV", each rated 50 points, 
and encouraged to connnence work on "Sheet S". 
The circulatory system was studied during the third 
week. "Frog V" and "Turtox Quiz Sheet for Frog Arterial 
Sys t emtt were each weighted 50 points. Most students com-
menced a study of veins using "Frog VI" and "Sheet C-V". 
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The fourth period was used for the study of cir-
culatorY and urinogenital systems. The paper work assigned 
for the day was "Frog VI", "Frog VII", and "Turtox Quiz 
Sheet for Frog Urinogenital System", and these were rated 
at 25, 25, and 50 points, respectively. All remaining 
sheets were distributed in preparation for the .next period. 
The fifth and last laboratory period on the frog, 
March 27, 1947 for the experimental group, was devoted to 
thecnervous and skeletal systems. The 100 points for the 
day's score were assigned as follows: 5 points for "Frog 
VIII", 5 points for "Frog IX", 5 points for "Frog X11 , 
5 points .fo~- :::> "Biological Principles", 5 points for "Sheet 
, 
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B-V-Q", 15 points for nSheet C-V", 20 points for· "Sheet SK", 
20 points for "Sheet S", 20 ~ points i'or "Sheet NJt. 
Measurement of the outcomes.-- The i'inal examination 
on the f rog was given on April 17, 1947, three weeks after 
the laboratory study was completed, and ai'ter all graded 
worksh·eets had beer.. r.etu!"ned-·,· tc; -:'tlieir '" o 'wn' er~:f. '~ .-·. - ~ • 
As a result oi' unfortun¢ate circumstances, only 39 students 
i'rom the control group and 21 i'rom the experlinental group 
took the test. Since the author was not able to const ruct 
another test to ·administer to everyone, the same examination 
was given to . 20 students on Thursday, May 8, 1947. Three 
of these 20 took the test i'or the second time-, but, . except 
for the- reliability study, only the first scores were 
used for statistical treatments. 
The Irrelevant Factors 
The personality oi' the instructor.-- The irrelevant 
factors that it was hoped to rule out were, firstly, the 
personality oi' the instructor, secondly, interest and 
ability in the course as indicated by the grade earned in 
the firs t semester, and, ~ :thirdly, academic aptitude or 
intelligence as measured by the American Council on Edu-
cation Psychological Test for College Freshmen. To rule 
out the efi'ect of the personality of the , instructor, the 
same instructor took charge of both experimental and 
control groups. Probably this instructor was disinteres-
ted in the outcome, inasmuch as he was not the author of 
the worksheets that were being evaluated. 
Interest as measured by grades in the course.-- First 
semester grades were available from the instructor in a 
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form slightly different from that in which they were re-
ported to the office. In this system there were nine letter-
grade lave~ For purposes of statistical treatment the 
highest level was rated 8 points, the lowest level was 
assigned 0 points, and the intermediate grades were given pro-
portionate values. 
Intelligence of the subjects.-- The intelligence test, 
which had been administered to many of the students by the 
Department of Counseling Service, consisted of a mainly 
mathematical part' . and of a mainly linguistic part. For 
college freshmen all over the country the mean gross score 
was 99.68 and the standard deviation was 26.88. The 25th, 
50th, and 75th percentiles were, respectively, 83.0, 101.5, 
and ll8.5.l/ 
Many investigators have found that intelligence is 
somewhat positively correlated with academic achievement. 
y L. L. Thurstone and Thelma Gwinn -Thurstone, . 
Psyc~ological Examination !££ College Freshmen, 1945 Norms. 
American Council on Education Studies, Series V, 
Council Staff Reports, Number 10, Volume X (May, 1946} 
p. 12. 
For example, Kirkpatrick found a coefficient .of correla-
tion .between first semester grades and the American 
Council on Education Psychological Examination, 1937 to 
be 0.52, and between grades and the 1938 test, 0.57, at 
Bethany College.!/ Again, Peterson, using members o:f this 
same series of tests at the College of Agriculture of 
the University of California, found correlations with 
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first semester grades to be 0.47 .for 111 degree candidates, , 
0.30 for 197 students seeking admission to other parts o:f 
the University, and 0.47 for 260 students in a two-year 
progrrum.Y 
The Johnson-Neyman Technique of 
Statistical Analysis 
Statistical~= requirements of this study.-- Although 
there were two laboratory sections in the course, it was 
not possible to distribute the students arbitrarily so 
that both experimental and control groups might be equi-
valent as regards the interest and ability of their 
members. Onl;t ,the ·.necessi ties.:of ... the :·.individUal's .. aca-
demic program determined his assignment to one section or 
the other. Some means had to be found to compensate for 
y Forrest H. Kirkpatrick, 11Four Mental Tests and 
Freshman Marks", Journal of Higher Education, 
(January, 1940) Vol. 11, p. 3.8. 
gj B. H. Pete:rson, rtcan You Predict Who'll Be Able to 
Go to College?", School Executive (November, 1941) 
Vol. 61, p. 38. 
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the lack of equivalence of the two groups:;( 
1
'What is needed is some correction which must 
be made for any inequalities between matched groups. 
Perhaps better still is a treatment which makes pos-
sible an analysis of the conditions as they exist, 
rather than a reliance upon this 'bodily' shifting of 
students, which in many instances interferes with the 
school machinery and for this reason precludes most 
experimental work. tt 
Information obtainable. by the Johnson-NeY;n:J.an technique.-- --
·~·~ .·_ .· '! ~~ .. . "1 .:_: :.-: · -~ •. ·:· • • 
Johnson and NeY.man developed a solution to this problem 
of how to compare two non-equated groups.~ Their procedure 
enables one t o e-st:tmate . t}le difterertc·e ' between .. "tYio .groups 
after two or more irrelevant factors have been held constant. 
In addition, the technique leads to a graphical solution 
which demonstrates the location of those particular scores 
of matching characteristics for which the difference in 
final test scores is significant. Thus, when the Johnson-
Neyman technique is applied to this study, the variables 
to be statistically matched or held constant are intelli-
gence and grades in the first semester of the course. T.he 
procedure then provides a way of interpreting the scares 
on the final examination on the frog as as to indicate. 
whether experimental group or control group had learned 
y Palmer 0. Johnson and J • . Neyman, nTests of Certain · 
Linear Hypotheaes and Their Application to Some Education-
al Problemsn, Statistical Research Memoirs (June, 1936) 
Vol. 1, p. 6~. 
g/ Ibid., p. 57-93. 
the more, the amount of the diffe~ence, and the critical 
ratio of this difference. A graph can then be constructed 
showing the pairs of values -of intelligence and first 
semester grades for which the corresponding final test 
scores had been :·significantly ' influenced at a particular 
level of significance. For example, the graph could show 
whether, in 99 times out of 100 ( 1 per cent level of sig-
nificance), a student whose American Council on -Education 
Psychological:.Test score was 120 and whose first -semester 
work was of grade B (grade-point value of 6) might have 
profited fronr· the use of illustrated worksheets. 
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The essence of the Johnson-Neyman techni-que.--- A1 though 
the author has had only an elementary training in statistics, 
and cannot follow in its entirety Johnson and Neyman's 
mathematical exposition, he believes he has attained a 
working understanding of the method. Johnson and Neyman 
state:!/ 
"Our basic assumptions may be expressed by say-
ing that the population means of z and u of individuals 
with fixed values of x and y are some functions (not 
necessarily the same} of these values of x and y •..• n 
More specifically, and speaking with reference to this 
investigation, there can be made one regression equation 
which shows how the scores of members of the experimental 
group .on the final test were -influenced by their intel1-
Y 'Johnson·-·and~·-Neyman, op. cit., p. 73. 
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gence and grades; and there can be made a second regression 
equation that shows how the test scores made by members 
of the control group depended on their particular intelli-
gence ratings and academic grades. These regression equa-
tions provide a knowledge of the relative importance or 
weighting of intelligence and grades for determining the 
final test score. Now that these influences or predictive 
weightings are known, their effects can be elimdnated. 
The general steps in the ·JJohnson-Neyman technique.--
Bond has provided an interpretive summary of the method.!/ 
First, there is asserted the hypothesis that there is no 
difference between the control and experimental groups in 
the factor measured by the final test.gj In the second 
place, the difference between the two regression equations 
that show the effects of matching characteristics on final 
test scores is found.~ ~e third advance is that ~of de-
2 termining S , which is a certain multiple of the variance 
a 
of the difference between the two regression equations.~ 
i/ Austin DeMell Bond, An Experiment in ~ Teaching of 
Genetics with Special Reference to the ObJectives of 
General Education, Contributions to Education No. 797, 
Teachers College, Columbia University~ 1940. vill/ 99p. 
y Ibid., p. 28. 
y Ibid., p. ~29. 
y Ibid., p. 30. 
This is the point where the influence o-f the matching 
characteristics is eliminated.11 The fourth step is the 
obtaining of the weighting factor called (PI Q), where 
2 (P I Q) combined with. Sa is important in determining the 
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significance of the difference· between the regression equa-
tions at any point.2f The last computational ta·ak is · -to 
complete the finding of the region of significance by us-
ing Pearson's t~ble of the incomplete beta function, A/-·.: · . . . . ' . . 
. . 
·Fi-sher.•,s t?-ble of ··z -,. :~ or.~ Snedecor:~s table of F.Y The re-
gion of significance, if it exists, can be plotted as an 
ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola. 
Spatial.--: representation of the technique.-- A fuller 
understanding of the Johnson-Neyman technique is obtained 
by conceiving the two regression equations as two planes in 
a three-dimensional space.~ These two planes will ordinarily 
intersect along some line, where, . of course, there is no 
difference between the planes, and this line is projected 
down onto ·: a basal plane and called the line of non-signifi-
cance. In certain areas the distance, or difference between 
!/ Loc. cit. 
y Ibid.' p. 30-31. 
~ Ibid., p. 31. 
y Ibid., P• 33. 
§./ Ibid., p. 34-36. 
the two --regression planes is significant, and these areas 
are projected on the basal plane, where they are plotted 
with the line of' non-significance -as -one axis and the 
diameter of' the region of' significance as the other. Only 
this basal plane is shown in the final graph. -
Some studies using the Johnson-Neyman technique.--
Since the Johnson-Neyman technique is not widely -known, 
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the author wishes to point out a few instances of its use. 
Johnson's experim-ent on biological drawing has been 'Sunnna-
"rJ:.zed)/ A f'ew doctoral dissertations have been based on use 
of the method. One such accessible published doctoral study 
is that of Bond.g/ Another investigator whose doctoral 
dissertation employed the technique swmmarized his work in 
3/ 
a periodical.-
The three foregoing cases involved educational ex-
periments. A more purely statistical means of using the 
method is also possible. For example, about 250 students 
at Marquette University served as subjects in a study 
y Palmer o. Johnson, "The Measurement of' the Effectiveness 
of' Laboratory Procedures Upon the Achievement of' Students 
in Zoology with Particular Reference to the Use and VaJ_ue of 
Detailed Drawings", Proceedings of' the Minnesota Academy of' 
Science (1940) 8: 70-72. ----- --
·g; Bond, ?P• cit. 
'§/ Shailer Peterson, "The Evaluation of a . One-year Course, 
the Fusion of Physics and Chemistry, with Other Physical 
Science Coursesrr, Science Education (December, 1945) 
29: 255-264. 
made in the following manner:!/ 
"At the end of the first semester the average 
grade earned by each .freshman was computed. The 
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good group was made up o.f the eighty .freshmen earning 
the highest average grades, and the poor group o.f the 
eighty .freShmen earning the lowest average grades. 
Since high school record and psychological test score 
have been shown previously to be .fair predictors of 
college success, they were taken ~s the .factors to be 
held constant-- the former designa.t .ed : as x, and the 
latter as y. The two groups were then compared to see 
if there was a significant di.f.ference between them on 
the personality ratings, with these two measures 
statistically controlled." 
Treatment o.f the ,: Data . 
. 
General ·explanation of the computations.-- The data, 
examples of its treatment, and the results o.f its treat-
ment are shown in the eight :.: tables and one .figure that 
.follow on pages 64-71. In general, the titles o.f the 
tables and figure explain the purposes o.f those tables and 
that .figure. Thus, Tables 1 and 2 record the data on intel-
ligence, grades, and final test scores for members of the 
experimental and control groups for whom complete infor-
mation was available. Table 3 exemplifies the way in 
which means and standard ·deviatio.ns w.ei'.e ' eo:mput:Ed~." .Sm11:aply, 
Table 4 shows ::. how the coe:f'ficient··,o.r correlation between 
the ha1ves of the•_ test on the f'rog was . computed, how this 
preliminary statistic was treated to obtain the coeffi-
cient of reliability of the whole test, and how the 
y R. L. c. Butsch, "A Work Sheet for the .Johnson-
Neyman Technique 11 , ~ .Journal 2!, Experimental Education 
(March, 1944) Vol. 12, p. 229. 
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standard error of the reliability was determined. The 
finding of the coefficient of correlation, as done in . 
Table 4, exemplifies the procedure used in six other in-
stances, where the only difference was the employment of 
a class interval of one instead of two. Whereas Table 5 
briefly classifies the answers made by members of the ex-
perimental group to a question of opinion, Table 6 lists 
the several statistics which were prerequisite to the 
working out of the JoliDson-Neyman te~hnique. Then Table 7 
presents part of the · calculations for the Johnson-
Neyman technique, following the method of Butsch.!/ 
Finally, Table 8 and Figure 1 summarize, respectively, 
mathematical and graphical outcomes from the Johnson-
Neyman technique. 
Butsch's worksheets for the Johnson-Neyman techni ue.--
Butsch develop ed a series of three worksheets .g; ~hese 
forms enable one to perf orm with l ogarithms the many 
necessary computations, and to arrive, with a fair degree 
of facility, at the easily interpretable numerical and 
graphical outcomes of the Johnson-Neyman technique. Steps 
D5 and D6 of Butsch's third worksheet contain an error which 
may be corrected by ~eferring to the explanation of those 
!/ Ibid., P• 226-241. 
g( Ibid., p. 230-232. 
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steps)/ 
Use of the slide rule.-- Computation for the second 
and third of Butsch's Sheets was performed by slide rule. 
Such calculation is accurate to about three significant 
figures. In view of the small samples of subjects, great-
er accuracy would have been pretentious and wasteful of 
time. Furthermore, in a comparable statistical computation 
in which a slide rule was used, one of the conclusions 
reachecl was :&1 
"The prediction equations of six variables as 
determined by using only slide-rule accuracy operate 
in practice as well as their theoretical statistical 
characteristics indicate that they should.n 
!/ Ibid., p. 233. 
y Cornelius H. Siemens, · "Note on a Technique in the 
Application of the Tolley-Ezekiel Method of Handling 
:Multiple-correlation Problems", The Journal 2f. ;Experi-
mental Education (March, 1944) Vol. 12, p. 243. 
Table 1. Basic Data on Intelligence, Grades, 
and Frog Test Results for Members 
of ExperDnental Group. 
Student Intel- First-semes- Frog 
1igence ter Grade Test 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
--
1. 76 3 62 
2. 126 6 6:5 
s . 100 . s 68 
4. 116 4 ?9 
5. 119 6 62 
6. 117 8 68 
7. 15:5 8 66 
B. 111 6 58 
9. 111 s 62 
10. 73 2 50 
11. 120 7 62 
12. 94 s 64 
13. 167 7 65 
14. 69 3 51 
15. 108 4 73 
16. 98 4 57 
17. 119 5 62 
18. 114 4 62 
19. 116 4 53 
20. 126 2 66 
21. 99 4 53 
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Table 2. Basic Data on Intelligence, Grades, 
and Frog Test Results for Control 
Group. 
Student Intel- First-semes- .Frog 
ligenee ter Grade Test 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
1. 77 4 55 
2. 117 5 44 
3. 100 5 56 
4. 109 4 59 
5. 97 7 74 
6. 120 3 67 
7. '78 3 51 
a. 92 5 45 
9. 93 4 58 
10. 108 3 52 
11. 99 4 51 
12. 70 3 70 
. 13. 119 5 52 
14. 119 4 52 
15. 124 2 49 
16. 98 2 59 
17. 124 6 71 
18. 126 5 53 
19. 110 4 50 
20. 104 1 48 
21. 122 5 57 
22. 112 5 49 
23. 121 ~. 49 
24. 136 3 42 
25. 117 4 46 
26. 102 4 58 
27. 124 6 57 
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Table 3. Example of -Method of Computation of 
Mean and Standard Deviation, Using 
Intelligence Scores from Experimental 
Gro-q.p. 
Scores f d fd fd2 
167 1 56 56 3136 
153 1 42 42 .. 1764 Formula for mean: 
126 2 15 30 450 
120 1 9 9 81 M: M1 f L::rd {i\ 
119 2 8 16 128 N . I 
117 1 6 
- 6 36 
(1\ 116 2 5 10 50 :M ~ 111 f . t 114 1 3 3 9 - 2r 
111 2 0 0 0 
108 1 - 3 - 3 9 M : 111.0 
100 1 -11 -11 121 
99 1 -12 -12 144 
98 1 -13 -13 169 
94 1 -17 -17 289 
76 1 -35 -35 1225 
73 1 -38 -38 1444 
69 1 -42 -42 1764 
N= 21 i:fd= 1 l:rd2= 101819 
ForMula for standard deviation: 
6= 
0,819 -
21 . 
6 = 22.69 
' \ 2 f_ 1 (2ij 
KEY: d a difference ~ from assumed mean. 
f = frequency of scores within class. 
i = c1~ss ~nterval. M•= assumed · mean. 
M = mean .• 
N = number of scores. 
~ = stsndard deviation. 
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Table 4. EXample of' Methods of' Computation of' Co-ef'f'icient 
of' Correlation, Coef'f'icient of' Reliability, and 
Standard Error of' Reliability, Using Scores on 
Odd-numbered Items and Scores on Even-numbered 
Items of' Frog Test. 
y 
41-42 
S9-40 -
37-38 
35-36 
33-34 
31-32 
29-30 
27-28 
25-26 
23-24 
21-22 
19-20 
17-18 
f' 
d 
f'd2 
f'd 
X 1Y 1 
rhh = 
1 2 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 3 2 
1 2 4 1 
7 1 1 
1 2 1 
2 2 4 8 2 1 
1 5 4 
3 2 1 
1 1 1 3 ' 2 
1 
1 3 5 15 11 17 10 10 4 2 1 1 
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
-5 ~2-15 ~0-11 0 10 20 ·12 8 5 6 
25 48 45 60 11 0 10 40 36 32 25 .36 
20 24 45. 68 16 0 16 34 39 40 25 30 
1 6 6 36 
5 5 25 125 
.2 4 8 32 
7 3 21 63 
8 .2 16 32 
9 1 9 9 
4 0 0 0 
19 -1 -19 .19 
10 -2 -20 40 
6 -3 -18 54 
8 -4 -32 128 
0 -5 .o 0 
1 -6 - 6 36 
' X'Y' _l:,f'dx g f'dy - 357 - f.-i2~ (-10\ 
N ,.-- "'T - '80" . i'BOJ tro'i - 0.776 
. o-x a' (both in class 1 2) -, · ?.' Y interval steps) . 68"i'1.g\ / 574 lE§rl 
mr 11JOJ I 'SO" . 1 : 
I I 
I 
Spearman-Brown Prophecy Formula for Reliability of' Whole 
Test: 
2I'bh r-
- _l_f_,_r._hh __ - 2 ; 0.776) 
- 1 0.776 
Formula for Standard Error of r: 
(J: -
r -
2 1 - r 
N 
- 1 - 0.874
2 
80 
' 
- 0.874 
= 0.026 
Table 5. Answers to Qu~~tion o£ Opinion on 
Sheet B-V-Q. ~ 
Yes No Don't Know No Reply 
32 1 1 4 
Table 6. Summary of Preliminary Statistics for Treat-
ment by the Johnson-Neyman Technique. 
x = intelligence. 
y =grades. 
z = frog test scores of experimental group. 
u =frog test scores of control group. 
Experimental . Group Control . Group 
~ 111.0 ~ 108.1 
yl "4.67 y2 4.04 
I 
Z~ 62.19 u . 54.59 
cr' X 22.69 6! ..... 16.12 
<1' y 1.78 6" y 1.32 
~ 6.88 O'u 8.07 z 
r' 0.668 rn - 0.150 xy- xy-
rxz 0.444 . rxu = -0.266 
ryz 0.238 r 0.308 yu-
Nl 21; ~2 27. 
~ "Do you think you would have paid more attention to 
the specimen if you had made your own drawings?" 
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Table 7. Example of Computations for the 
Johnson-Neyman Technique, 
Following the First Quarter of 
Butsch's First Worksheet. 
Statistic 
Formula 
Value 
111. 
4.67 
22.7 
1.78 
0.668 
0.554 
21 .. 
Log 
2.0453 
0.6693 
1.3560 
0.2504 
9.8248 - 10 
9.7435 - 10 
1.3222 
va:Iue 
2 x log 
4.0906 
1.3386 
2.7120 
0.5008 
Log 
1.0657 
3.7777 
2.6721 
1.5665 
7.1527 - 10 
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Table 8. SUmmary of Principal Mathematical Data 
Derived by the Johnson-Neyman Technique, 
and the Uses of these Data. 
Designation Mathematical Data 
Genter of X = 86. 8 
Accuracy 0 
Yo 1.30 
Equation of Y' - o~122x• • 
Line of -"6.34 
Non-Signi-
ficance 
Equation of Y' - -0 . 047lx' 
Diameter ,l5.36 
of Region 
of Signi-
ficance 
Equation of 1\ (,l or -35.9) Region of · times 
Signifi- J (~44.5)~'"1 ca..l'lc e 
6 30 
Best Estimate F - 7.7 
of' True Dif-
ference 
between 
Groups 
Standard Error F 
of Best Es-
timate of 
True Diffe-
rence be-
tween · 
Groups 
6.3 
Use 
Indicates direction of 
Diameter of Region of 
Significance. (From Line 
of Non-Significance 
towards Center of Accuracy 
is positive.) 
Serves as an axis for 
plotting Region of 
Significance. 
Serves as an axis for 
plotting Region of 
Significance. 
On graph, bounds the 
region where difference 
between experimental and 
control groups is 
significant. 
Yields corrected critical 
ratio·:.. when divided by 
its standard error. 
Yields a corrected C.R. 
of 1.23, which indicates 
that there are 88 chances 
in 100 that there is a 
true difference between 
the groups. (The corrected 
C.R. contrasts sharply 
with the ordinary C.R., 
which is 3.43.) 
II 
• ~ 
~ 
e 8. 
4. 
0 
:K:KY: 
o = Member ot experimental group. 
x = Member of control group·. 
o.....-
Dia-
..._etel' or 
or !igntrt Region 
0 Oi!a " 
0 
" OX X. '}(.. 0 
Intelligence 
0 
"' 
0 
. canoe 
REGION OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Figure 1. Graph showing the region of significance where, 
at the 1 per cent level of significance, there 
exists a difference between the experimental 
and control groups. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CONCLUSIONS 
: Summary of . Findings 
Findings from- the examination on the frog.-- By using 
a teat whose coefficient of reliability was 0.874 f or 
- 0.026, it was found that ~: the group of students who had 
used illustrated worksheets in connection with their 
laboratory study of the frog had . learned somewhat more 
about the frog than the group whoae~ members had made their 
ovn1 drawings. In general, however, the difference was not 
significant at the 1 per cent level. Figure 1, page 71, 
does show a region of significance at the 1 per cent level, 
but no individuals of either experimental or control groups 
were located within that area. Even in a larger, more 
generalized population it could not be expected that many 
pairs of scores of the matching traits would fall in the 
region of significance. In the first place, the area . of · the 
region is small. In the second place, the points within the 
area represent relatively unlikely combinations, namely, the 
combination of high intelligence ~th low grades • . 
The members of the control group scored slightly higher 
than members of t he -e:it.Per:i.memtal group on the 12 items 
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dealing with the actual .frog specimens. The average 
percentage o.f correct answers .for these items was 55 .for 
the experimental group, but 61 .for the control group. 
The corresponding .figures .for tho se individuals for whom 
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the background data on intelligence and grades was available 
were 53 per cent for the experimental group and 62 per cent 
for the control group. 
Findings from the question of opinion.-- As indicated 
in Table 5 on page 68, practically all the students of the 
experimental group thought that the worksheets diverted 
a ttention from the frog specimens. 
Limitations 
A limiting assumption.-- This experimental evaluation 
o.f the worksheets is based on the assumption that three 
irrelevant factors might significantly affect the outcomes 
of the study, and that, if these .factors were ruled out 
or controlled, any difference in the control and experimen-
tal groups could be attributed to the experimental factor. 
Thus, control of the effects of first semester grades, o.f 
intelligence, and of the personality o.f the instructor 
was considered sufficient. 
Restrictions in scope and procedure.-- The experiment 
was confined to a five-weeks period in which the .frog was 
studied, and there was but one frog specimen to every three 
or four students. These facts weaken the confidence with 
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which one might apply the findings of this study to classes 
in which more .truely individual laboratory work is performed 
on a variety of materials. 
Size and representativeness of population samples.--
The experimental and control groups were of 21 and 27 members, 
respectively. These samples are. too small to· generalize 
confidently from them. Furthermore, the sampl es may not 
be representative of college freshmen in general, because 
they contained a high percentage of veterans of military 
service, and because they contained almost exclusively 
students for the field of physical education. 
Failure of the original testing plan.-- Unforeseen 
circumstances had made it necessary to give the same final 
test to members of the experimental group at two separa te 
occasions , t'hreeweeks apart. This time gap vi tiated the 
validity of the outcomes , especially since the laboratory 
study of that thre.s-week period was on another vertebrate _ 
form, the foetal pig. 
Basic Conclusions 
Conclusion with respect to null hypothesis.-- The 
first conclusion from thi s study is that the original 
null hypothesis should be accepted. In short, there was 
no difference in attainment between those who made their 
own drawings of the frog and those who completed and 
labeled worksheets that were provided them. 
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Conclusion with respect to worksheets.-- ~~e second 
basic conclusion is closely related to the first, and can 
be worded as follows: As a learning _aid used under the 
conditions of this experiment, the set of illustrated work-
sheets cannot be valued higher than the student-made 
drawings. 
Implications 
Nature of implications.-- The implications are farther 
removed from the formal experimental findings than the 
basic conclusions. In consequence, the implications are 
of the nature of tentative inferences, which in turn may 
often be regarded as hypotheses for further investigations. 
Implication concerning the value of worksheets.-- As 
they were used in this study, the worksheets apparently did 
not save time for t h·e ,_ students. Furthermore, the sheets 
were more expensive to prepare than student-made drawings. 
From a practical point of view, then, and in the setting of 
this experiment, these illustrated worksheets were of less 
value than the drawings. 
Implications concerning the use of worksheets.-- That 
the difference between experimental and control groups was 
not signir icant at the 1 per cent level does not preclude 
the .possibi lity that alterations in the teaching situation 
might tip the seales in definite favor of the users of work-
sheets. For example, under a teacher who had _ ·- ·- · 
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cultivated in himself an interest and knowledge with respect 
to the sheets, students might benefit. Another possible 
changed situation would be the use of the sheets in a course 
made up of students of occupational intentions other than 
physical education. A third variation that holds .possi-
bility of success is the filling out of the explanatory 
tabular worksheets by the class as a group under the instruc-
tor's leadership, thus leaving only the outline drawings for 
individual completion. Since the time of the experiment, 
the author has successfully employed such a method with the 
worksheets. 
Implications concerning the contents of worksheets.--
The worksheets covered completely the material outlined 
for the control group, and, since the students' weekly grades 
depended to some extent on each worksheet, most students 
were careful to fill in every blank. On the other hand, 
when a member of the control group was directed to make a 
certain drawing, that student in practice was able to leave 
out some structures without greatly affecting t h e score 
received on the basis of the impression made on the instruc-
tor. In this way, the control students adjusted their 
amount o:f work .to the amount o:f time available. By contrast, 
the average members of the experimental group adjusted 
their work and time by sklmming masses of details which they 
they could not digest. This implies to the author that one 
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or both of two corrective actions might be taken. First, 
on the worksheets, accessory information, such as physio-
logical details and comparisons of the frog with man, 
mdght be largely eliminated. Second, the stated laboratory 
objectives on·. the· fr.9g .· Iirl.ght be reduced by about one-fourth • 
. Implications c6ncerning workbooks and drawi ng in gen-
eral.-- The preceding discussion points out remediable weak-
- . 
nesses in construction and use of the worksheets of this 
experiment. In view of these weaknesses and of the other 
limitations of the study, the lack of positiv~ r esults in 
this experiment cannot refute the implications of the other 
investigations of this problem. Merely, this experiment 
indicates that the teacher should be cautious in assuming 
that workbooks will result in greater learning, remembering 
that other factors can destroy any advantages that workbook-
type materials may have shown under experimental conditions. 
Hence, the teacher should work towards creating the total set 
of conditions which, under the experimentalists, have reaul-
ted in greater learning. 
Drawing from observed materials in the laboratory should 
not be rated as always distinctly inferior to labeling and 
completion exercises. When it is not practicable for the 
teacher to make indiV.idual check-ups or quizzes on the stu-
dents' dissections, drawing may insure a slightly greater 
familiarity with the actual specimens. For the teacher 
who cannot obtain appropriate worksheets or workbooks 
~or his course,. and who lacks time to develop his own, 
the requiring o~ student-made drawings is a use~ul ex-
pedi~nt. Nevertheless, as an introductory biology course 
becomes better rdeveloped over a period o~ years, drawing 
should probably be redu·ced to but a small portion o~ the 
~ 
.total learning activities o~ the laboratory. 
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